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ABSTRACT

During World War II many Canadian women went to work outside the

home into jobs that were directly linked to wartime production. As men's

emplolment in the armed forces increased, so did emplolm.ent oppoffunities for

women in non-traditional industrial jobs once held exclusively by men. The hiring

of women into new jobs and those jobs vacâted by men becam" 
" 

oórèsity to

maintain production of war and other essential industries. Women moved into

occupations related to shipbuilding, aircraft and munitions manufacture. They

became drill press operators, riveters, buckers, welders and crane operators and

filled a host of other technical based occupations. At an unprecedented rate,

women entered jobs previously closed to them because of the Canadian social

ideology that viewed employment primarily in terms of being either men's work or

wometr's work. Suitable work for the latter group was limited to employment that

reflected accepted notions regarding the compatibility of certain tlpes of

employment for women with thei¡ roles prescribed by the sex and gender ideology

of the day.

As \ilomeo were eûcouraged to release a man for service in the armed

forces by replacing him on the production line, they also discovered a limitation

on such an invitation. The Canadian social ideology which cast occupations as

üi



being either male or female was forced to accept the temporary disruption caused

by the war, but did not alter signifrcantly with regard to permanently expanding

emplolment opporruoities for women. Rather women found that althouglr their

war jobs did pay higher wages than those they had received in their pre-war

occupations, they were usually in the lower skilled, lower paylng occupations. If

wometr performed the same work as a mân, they still received women's wages.

This paper seeks to determine if such patterns of female work experiences

could be found in the ai¡craft industry i¡ Sinnipeg, Manitoba during World War

II. MacDonald Brothers Aircraft Ltd. of \{innipeg, lV[eni1eþ¿ was examined as a

case study, and former aircraft workers, both female and male were interviewed.

Contrgry to commonly held beliefs, occupational segregation did not

disappear during World War II from MacDonald Brothers Aircraft, but was

simply altered in form to meet the realities of wartime needs. This alteration

represented a temporury adaptation of the normal sex and gender ideology, not a

permanent shift in ideolory. The post-war period saw a resumption, by both

women and men, of pre-war roles and activities. Such roles were considered both

acceptable and desirable by the respondents interviewed for this project.

iv
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CHAPTER 1

The popular American image of women during the war years was captured

by'Rosie the Riveter", a lovely, independent, no nonsense 'þal" who was

answering the call of patriotism through her work efforts on the home front. She

embodied the reality that men were away at war and women were needed to take

their place in factories at home. Yet the image of Rosie faded as quickly after

world rü/ar tr as it had surfaced during hostilities. where did she go? The

common belief is that she went home - back to the place she really belonged.

Although Rosie was predomin¿atly an American creation, she represented an

image with which some Canadian women readily identified.r

The literafure concerning women and thefu world v/ar tr experiences is

extensive. Most of it is British or American. Canadian scholarship in the field

has been minim¿l. Debate has centred around questions of the significance of the

supposed employm.ent gains of World IVa¡ II and the translation of those gains

into permanent and positive changes for women in the post-war era. The studies

split into two camps over the question of the significance of World War II to

women. One school of thought has seen the war and the oppornrnity it offered

for the non-traditional waged labour force participation of women as an impetus

for change in the accepted ideology of sex and gender roles, particularly in North

tM*y of the women interviewed fs¡ this paper uæd the term "Rosie the Ri.æter" to describe
themselræs and their wa¡ work.



America. The other claims that the war was merely a blip in the normal, and

continuing, expression of the dominant sex and gender ideology of the day.

The view of World War tr as a catal)6t of social change for women was put

forward by William Chafe (1972), who interpreted the war as a disruption of

traditional social and economic patterns which pushed women into new areas of

activity. The addition of 65 million women to the labour force, he claimed, made

women aware of discrimination and injustices ageinst them, and allowed a new set

of expectations to emerge in which wometr demanded change. Gaps between

exclusively male and female spheres narrowed, and society undertook to rethink

the ideology of women's place. He argued that the stellar work performances of

women during the war not only initiated a reassessment of the sex and gender

ideology of the day, but also led to greater acceptance of female workers as

equals by male co-workers. He concluded that the participation of married

women in the workplace during World War II was of even greater importance

because their more productive role in society and greater authority in the home

led to changes in the domin¿s¡ ideology which prescribed the division of labour

by sex. V/hile Chafe recognized the resilience of the concept of the ideal woman

and her place in American society, and the continued wage differences between

male and female workers, he asserted that wometr's increased labour force

participation represented a 'catallrt which broke up old modes of behaviour and

helped to forge new ones" (Chafe 1972:247).

Chester Gregory, Iike Chafe, trumpeted the achievements of women during
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world war two, çl¿iming that'the face-to-face confrontation inpelled a new look

at American society and the place of women in it" (Gre go,ry ll74..s). He

assumed at the outset of his study that the war had created greater equality

between women and men and societal acceptance of women working in non-

traditional indusrial occupations. Not surprisingly, his conclusion was identical to

hts a prìori assumption.

However, if a relationship between war-induced labour needs and

permatrent shifts in the ideological prescription of proper roles for women and

men within a society exists, it is more subtle th4g Grego¡y's work admits. His

glowing account failed to notice the mass post-war layoffs of women, and the

implications this had for what he and Chafe identified ¿s çþengêd ideologies

concerning the roles and values placed upon women in the American social fabric.

The work and conclusions of Chafe and Gregory stimulated a flurry of

historical resea¡ch on the long-term significance of world war two experiences in

the lives of women, ranging from indepth case studies of particular situations to

anthologies of women's war experiences within a broad North American social

context. Narrowly focused studies ranged from examinations of women's roles in

the armed forces (D'Ann Campbell 1984; Ruth Pierson 1980, their experiences

with rrnions (Nancy Gabin l9E2; Ruth Milkman lgBZ; Ruth Milkman 19BZ), and

universities (Nancy Kiefer L984), the particular experiences of black women

(Karen Anderson 1982), and the effects of war on childcare (William Dratch

1974; Karen Skold 1981). Several analytical studies sought wala to identify and



measure the presence of s]ßtemic discrimination (Edward Gross 196g; John Fox

and Bonnie Fox 1987; catherine Hakin t979; Hugh E. Lauta¡d,1976; Ba¡bara

Reskin and Heidi Hartmenn 19SO. Some broadly based cultural stud.ies dealt

with the impact of war on family life (Karen Anderson 1981.), society's attitudes

toward sex and gender and how they were supported and reinforced by

govertrment policies (Eleanor Straub t973; Susan Har:tmann 1978; Gail Cuthbert

Brandt 1982; Margaret Allen 1983; Ruth pierson l98O and by warrime

propaganda and media images di¡ected toward women (Maureen Honey 1976;

Leila Rupp 1978; susan Bland 1983), and other prescriptive literature on

appropriate feminine behaviour (Susan Hartmann 1978). A number of specific

studies of actual work experiences of women during t}te war have also appeared.

Most of these resea¡chers came to conclusions contrafy to those of Chafe

and Gregory. They identified a remarkable lack of change in traditional ideas of

women's place during world war II. Research which followed Chafe and

Gregory suggested that while the walyvas responsible for some temporary and

superficial changes in gender roles, there were no largercale shifts in the old,

time-honoured ideology of sex and gender roles. Few people during and

immediately after the war seriously challenged the old order, or thought in terms

of permanent change in the st¿tus of women. Even the dramatic, large+cale entry

of women into industrial occupations considered men.'s jobs had little immediate

impact upon the existing sex and gender ideology of the day. The authors of the

studies which followed Chafe and Gregory tended to see World War II as a
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period during which there was not only marked continuify in society's perceptions

of female and male roles, but which perpetuated rather than changed society's

perceptions of female and male roles.

In the 1970s, sociologists and economists, as well as historians, began to

look at the involvement of women in waged labour in an effort to understand if

labour force experiences infl.uenced ideological change. While historians explored

the impact of the war on civilian populations, social scientists debated features of

workplace otgeniza¡7on and development, including the concept of occupational

segregation in the worþlace and the Wa],s in y.high_¡uch.qegregptign could be

measured.

As early as 1972, Joan Trey had disputed the watershed theory with a

counter argument that women as a labour source were simply manipulated in and

out of the labour force as required during World War II, reflecting the view that

women represented a reserve pool of labour to be mobilized during crises.

Further condemnation of the watershed theory c?me from Alice Kessler-Harris

(1982) who reexaminsd and recalculated Chafe's figures of female emploSanent,

adjusting for unemployment and the proportional increase of women in the

American waged labour force since 1900. She insisted that out of a total 19

millisa American wornen who worked during world war Ir,less than 5 miltion

women had not been in the workforce prior to the war. She fr¡rther calculated,

using averages ef smplolm.ent trends between 1900 and lgilù,tåat an additional

15 million women would have entered waged emplo¡m.ent during the 1940s due



to long term economic trends, war or no war. Kessler-Harris' figures do not

confirm the watershed 65 millisa new female workers identified by Chafe. She

argued that the increased numbers of women in the workforce during the wa¡ and

immediately following the war reflected a continuity with pre.war attempts by

women to obtain waged emplolment and to break out of traditional roles

(Kessler-Harris 1982:27Q. Her conclusions indicated that the trend to increasing

female participation in the American workforce had already been firmly

established. Neither of these two scholars found a change in the ideology that

saw different roles for women and men, rather,therg was an emergency to be

managed.

By the late 1.970s, some identifiable patterns and themes had begun to

emerge from studies of female wartime employment. \Yhile women did move

into a wider ¡¡nge of occupations, the pre-w¿u emplolment realities of lower

wages and restricted upward mobility remained (Alan Clive 1979; Skold l98l).

Often women worked in occupations that were formally or informally classified as

women's jobs and where few men were employed, or as a group were consistently

found in low prestige occupations, while men held occupations of greater stafus or

desirability (Milkman 1982; Milkman l9B7; pierson 1986; Nash 19g9; Kessler-

Harris 1982; Skold 1980). Generally women. received limited 6eining aimsd ¿¡

fluning out an individual capable of immediately undertaking assembly line

production (Pierson 1986; Skold 1980; Marilyr Noll{lark 1977; Deborah Scotr

Hirshfield 1989). Such training would allow a woman to relieve a man from
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civilian work, and release him for service in the armed forces. Outside of miti¡4y

service, instruction necessary to develop long-term skills was not made available

to women (Pierson 1986; Skold 1981). Consequently, io the industrial workplace,

women were often viewed as temporary replacements for the duration CNash

1989; Milkman 1987; Pierson 1986; AmyKesselman L9ST).

While, in some researcher5 minds these elements add up to occupational

segregation by sex, such a conclusion is overly simplistic. By focusing narrowly

upon documenting the existence of occupational segregation, the works of Nash

(1989), Milkman (1987), Skold (1981), Gross (1968), Hakim (L979), ?nd Laurard

(1976) overlook a critical factor influencing the organization of the worþlace.

The larger picture cannot be understood by simply counting instancos of differing

smploynent patterns of women and men or uncovering such fearures as differing

wages, job status, classifications or training. These elements are essentially sub-

features of the application of a widely accepted social ideology and the potential

for ideologrcal change. In the face of social upheaval caused by another world

war, the application of a pre-war social ideology of sex and gender to the wartime

workplace appeared as a recurring theme in the study of women and war work

(Milkman 1982; Noll{lark 1977; Pierson l9BO, whether researchers

acknowledged it or nor (Skold, 1980, 1981; Nash 1989).

V/hile studies focusing upon the segregation of jobs on the basis of sex

appeared, matry shared a common error; they confused and interchanged the

terms "sexual division of labour" and "occupational segregation by sex." While
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these terms have identified important features in understandirg patterns of femate

employm.ent, they are not equivalent nor specific enough to describe what was

occurring in the worþlace

There is an important distinction between occupational segregation and the

sexual division of labour. The sexual division of labour should be viewed as a

conceptualization of the organization of work based on distinctions made

according to biology. This distinction, by defînition, does not mean that the value

accorded to male work and female work is inherently unequal, yet many

researchers make this assumption. Occupational segregation reflects the practice

of a philosophy that separates women and men into different task areas based

upon commonly held beliefs regarding appropriate feminine and masculine

activities. The ¡vo terms are therefore not equivalent, although interdependent.

As an example, the sexual division of labour might dictate that women bear

children and men undertake tasks requiring great phpical strength. While

occupational segregation may be concerned with chennelling women into jobs

requiring childcare skills and men into jobs requiring hunting skills, it also ensures

that if men are found in a childcare institution, they fiIl supervisory occupations.

If women were found in an industry 1þ¿¡ utilizsd hunting skills, they would be

found at levels of employment simpliÍied to fulfil ideological prescrþtions and

therefore the lowest within the corporate hierarchy. Occupational segregation,

then, is buíh upon the acceptence of the concept of a sexual division of labour. It

assutnes and ascríbes different characteristics for humans based upon biology and



social constructs of gender.

Yet the term occupational segregation by sex is also timi¡i¡g as it does not

allow us to consider the importance of gender and its role in the creation of

commonly held societal beliefs about women and men and work. Occupational

segregation is not by sex - the biological given - alone, but also througb

consideration of the gender of individuals2. Hence we could argue that

segregation in the workplace stems from the application of a complicated gender

slatem at work in society. Arguably the two factors which largely shape roles and

status within society, biological sex and socially constructed gender, work in

tandem fe naintain and reproduce the dominant ideology regarding proper

behaviour of members of society. The result is the belief that certain

characteristics which are genderdefined are, in fact, qualities inherent to our

particular sex and therefore inseparable from it.

There is a distinct body of research dealing with occupational segregation.

While some of the scholarship seeks to explain how occupational segregation

came to be, it is those studies that seek to document changes in the degree of

occupational segregation over time that touch upon important eleme¡¡s fs¡ rhis

study.

A number of srudies (Gross 1968; Lautard t97g; Fox and Fox 19gz) may

be criticized for their attempts to articulate universal laws to govern the

2It is understood that occupational segregation may also occur through placing linitations u¡ron
members of racial or ethnic groups. These t¡pes of segregation in the worþlace wilt not be
discussed in this paper.



occuûence of occupational segregation. Thei¡ models tetrd to be abstracted and

questionable. In the pursuit of a universal explanation, much of the scholarship

çs¡1çe¡ning occupational segregation relies upon complicated mathematical

msdslling, not easily connected to the subject under study Cl-autard l97g; Gross

1968; Fox and Fox 1987). Other scholars use these models without euestioning

the value of such an exercise (Skold 1981; Reskin 1986; Hakim lgTg). In some

instances, what the authors believe they are doing is not what tåe research

methods they employ actually indicate. They resort to equations when reliable

qualitative data would provide more accessible support fqr their. claims.

One such approach is the use of the index of dissimílarity (or index of

segregation as it is sometimes called) to calculats çþanges in occupational

segregation. This method of analysis has been utilized by Gross (1968), Lautard

(1976), Fox and Fox (1987), Hakim (rg7g), and skold (19g1). while of some use

in the broad measurement of the division of workers by sex amoûg occupational

categories, the explanatory power of this method is timited.

The index of dissimilarity is arrived at by dete¡mining the percentage of

workers who would have to change jobs in order to create an equal distribution of

jobs betrveer sexes. The index of dissimilarity defhes equality as being the same

occupational distribution for men and women. The method is commonly applied

to census material over long periods of time, but has also been used in studies of

specific employers. Researchers using the index of dissimilarity cle;m their results

indicate not only the sex composition of jobs, but also the degree of segregation in
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the workplace.

This is incorrect. In their respective studies, Lautard (L976),Fox and Fox

(198Ð, Gross (1968), Hakim (1g7g) and Skold (1981) present numerical results

that reflect a pattern of occupational distribution of men and women, not the

extent of occupational segregation. The figures are descriptive of the numbers of

employees by sex in specific situations. The numbers that show a particular

pattern of occupational distribution of females and males may lead us to believe

something unusual is occurring. We may tå.en determine why certain patterns of

occupational distribution are visible and/or attel]lpt. to provide an explanation for

that particular set of circumstances. Any such anat¡sis is dependent upon the

specifics of the particular case under study. Further research may lead us to

conclude occupational segregation exists i¡ ¿ çe¡tein instance, but simply utilizing

the index of dissimilarity does not.

Another flaw with the application of the index of dissimitarity is its

underlying assumption that if altl things were equal and if there r,ilere no barriers

to employment and if all individuels exercised free choice, that the distribution of

women across occupations would be identical to that of men. This assumption

allows no room for the consideration of the i¡fl.uence of culture and ideology

upon otherwise f¡ee choices of women and men.

The information base of researchers using the index of dissimilarity is also

questionable because rarely do researchers have complete or compatible

information from which to perform accurate calculations. For example,
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procedures of information gathering and occupational categories used in e¿¡¿dien

census information gathering changed considerably from census to cen.sus, forcing

researchers to attempt to reclassify and/or standardue thek data base CFJI. l.acy6

1983:np). Given the timited value of raw cerxus information, attempts to use such

data require significant manipulation of census figures to recast them into

comparably measurable data. Unfortunately the results are open to suspicion.

Furthermore, census information is not always reflective of labour force

trends. The ten year gap between census taking in Canada me¿rnt important

economic, social and political upheavals were_missed. Noah l['.l:eItz (1969:1) noted

the June 1931 census was halfivay through the economic downturn leading to the

Great Depression and the June 1941 census w¿rs p¿ì,rt way through the subsequent

economic recovery.

Studies which apply the index of dissimilarity do not take into

consideration human and social elements such as the strength of enculturation,

human behaviour and the prescription of distinct female and male roles through

ideological convention. R.esearch methods utilizing only numerical evidence

neglect to deal with such variables as dominant sex and gender role ideology, or

human choice and provide no explanation of occupational segregation, or proof

that occupational segregation exists.

Historical studies of occupational segregation took the approach of

focusing upon actual jobs performed by women and men. In an examination of

the auto and electrical manufacturing industries in Detroit, Milkman (198Ð
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stressed that during World V/ar II the boundaries between women's and men's

work changed location, but did not disappear (Milkman l9g7:49). This is a

consistent feature of the World IVar II workplace; a necessary alteration, but

fundamental mein¡snance of job segregation by sex persisted during the war.

Milkman insisted that after the war employers sought to re{onstruct the pre-war

sexual division of labour. However, her evidence suggests it was less of a r¿-

constructìon, ?nd more of a resamptinn of what was considered the normal state of

affairs.

Milkman (1987:101) hangs her explanation of continued job segregation by

sex in the immediate postwar period in the automotive and elecrical industry

upon management and unions. She concluded that hiring policies purposely

meintained pre-war sexual divisions of labour, which had a long history of

operation in these industries. And it was these policies, according 1s l![ilkm¿a,

which served to exclude women from men's jobs.

Milkman also implicated unions in the drive to return to the status quo

antebellum; she claimed they did little to protect women, and were, in fact,

actively opposed to female employment in what they considered men's jobs. Rank

and fîle unacceptance of women, Milkman contended, only reinforced corporate

resolve to reconstruct the segregative emplolm.ent practices that had existed prior

to World War tr. Milkman has produced a useful addition to the debate over

segregation in the workplace by uncovering the role of institutions in reinforcing

the ideology of the day regarding sex and gender roles. And while she recognized
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the unmeasurable strength of "an externally ìmposed ideological emphasis on

domesticity'', she argued that, as an explanation, it is less than completely

satisfactory. She questioned whether the assumption tl.at the rigid application of

"the ideology of domesticity'' would easily persuade large numbers of women to

voluntarily give up their wartime jobs and once again accept employment in jobs

formally or informally categonzed as women's jobs (Milkman 19g7:103). She

found that many women rvished to retain thei¡ wartime factory jobs, contrary to

the publicly accepted idea that such emplo}rment w¿ls to be temporary and would

¡.ot outlive the war.

Skold (1981) also sought to examine sex segregation in the workplace

through a comparison of actual work performed by women and men in the Kaiser

shipyards located in three areas of Portland, oregon during world war II.

Through the application of the index of segregation she determined that differing

patterns of occupational distribution for women and men were present at the

Kaiser shipyards. 'women.were overepresented as welders, helpers and

labourers, and underrepresented as journe¡men in other crafts (Skold 1981:92).

After determining in which occupations the majority of women workers were

found, Skold attempted to determine whether new patterns of occupational

segregation were emerging as women were hired as production workers.

Women at Kaiser Ship¡rards were concentrated into th¡ee occupational

areas: journe¡rm.en, helpers/labourers and t¡'ainees (Skold 1981:97). Skold

determined that some unskilled job categories were filled almost exclusively by
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women, and ceme to be considered women's jobs. While women were found in

virtually all crafts at Kaiser, further examination found that they were not in all

occupational levels within those srafts. Women were rarely fou4d in supervisory

positions and when they were it was as supervisors of helpers and labourers, Fwo

occupational categories in which large numbers of women were working and in

which they supervised mainly all women crews (Skold 1981:111). In addition,

women supervisors of helpers and labourers earned a lower wage than the

average journeyman (Skold 1981 :1 10).

Skold discovered further segregation between women and men workers

within the same job categories. Women and men performed different types of

work, with women usually found performing the lower skilled and more mundane

aspects of the job (Skotd 1981:111). She found that in the occupation of welder,

women were more frequently working as tackers, a tJpe of welding requiring less

skill than other welding jobs. women electricians were found more often in the

electrical shops wiring lights, not installing them on ships (Skold 1981:112).

As the supply of men available for work diminished, wornen were hired to

fill vacancies, yet Skold concludes that those vacancies were found in unskilled,

lower wage occupations that came to be considered women's jobs. While Skold

found substantial segregation in the workforce of the Kaiser ghipyards, she

focused upon the existence and extent of broad segregation, only briefly exposing

a much more detailed level of segregation that was also present. She suggests the

persistence of sex segregation in the Kaiser ship¡ards "in the midst of dramatic
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changes in the t¡'pe of work done by women suggests ils importance as a structural

feature of the labour force" (Skold 1981:21e. yet she misses the point; elements

of inequities that she documented were, in all probability, found in all institutions

that women interacted with as it had its basis in a long established and accepted

ideology concerning the proper role of women.

Presenting similar findings, Nash (1989) documented the resistance of the

Pennsylvania Rail¡oad (PRR) to the large scale emplolment of wometr into what

were traditionally men's jobs. Women were concentrated in acceptable women's

jobs: clerks, stenographers, telephone and swi1.c_hþo4rd operators. -Fewer numbers

of women were employed as coach cleaners, station callers, loaders, truckers and

porters CNash 1989:611). The common characteristics of these jobs were their

placement in terms of hierarchy and status within the PRR. The jobs were

outdoor, involved long hours and were at the low end of pay scales.

The theme of lack of ideological change was apparent as Nash documented

the resistance of PRR management to the hiring of women, even during a labour

shortage. He stressed that before women were hi¡ed in significant numbers, it

was necessary to instill in the minds of management "a full acceptaûce of the fact

that wometr must be used in lieu of men during the present wartime emergenc/

(Nash 1989:612). The subseque!.t smployment of women at the pRR saw them

coocentrated into traditional female jobs and temporary job assignments as

replacements for men at unskilled, low paying occupational levels.

The works of Milkman, Nash and Skold failed to pursue the strength of the
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social ideology of the day and its application and relevance for different groups of

female employees. For it appeared that what women had done prior to the war

had a great deal to do with what they felt should happen after ttre war. For

example, Gluck (1987) found that women who worked for wages prior to the war

reelized they would continue work for wages in the post-war era. Those women

who did not work prior to the war and entered the workplace for the fust time

during the war emergency were more likely to return home once hostilities had

ceased and expect that this would be the normal pattern for all wometr. For the

former grouP, white middleclass ideological preqcriptions consigned women to the

reality of limited occupational choices in the post-war economy (Gluck 1987:268).

She suggested that perm¿Lnent change in sex and gender ideologies of the day

required more than a temporary foray into a man's world, and while women's war

work represented an important step in the process of social change, that'þomen

continued to define themselves as wives and mothers" (Gluck 1987:269). Studies

by Milkman, Nash and Skold suffer from neglecting to fully consider the extent to

which some women actively participated in acceptatrce of the sex and gender

ideology of the 1940s and how such an acceptaûce was subsequentty reflected in

emplo¡ment patterns of women.

In an effort to explain the similarities of the wartime experiences of women

with their pre-war activities, some researchers have examined different elements

of wartime civilian life. In doing so, they have turned their attention to the

ideological underpinnings of society in an effort to understand the implications of
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ideologies concerning sex and gender for women during ttre wa¡.

A brief chapter in Thet're Still Women After All Cpierson 1980, focused

on Canadian civilian women's working experiences. Pierson's fiadings presented

¡s starrling new evidence on tåe subject of women's war.'me employment, but did

reflect the patterns found by Hartmann (1982), Allen (1983), Honey (198a) and

Straub (L973) concerning womeû, work and World War Ir. She argued there

existed an irrational fear on the part of the government and society in general

that mass mobilization of women into non-traditional activities might undermine

the sex and gender s)6tem existing in Canada.gt_the. time of World War II. She

labelled the female role in that slctem as the ideology s¡ iemininity: "through

dress, deportment, mannerisms, speech, facial expression, cognitive sryle, and

emotive range and mode, femininigy both sigFifies and maintains'women's

differences from, deference toward and dependence on menn (Pierson 1986:20).

The consequent visibility of women i¡ ¿¡.;fsminine dress and roles evoked a fear

of 'þomen's slamming the door on domesticity ¿¡1d ¿5sailing the segregation of

jobs by sex" CPierson 1986:20).

She concluded that while the war emergetrcy required some tinkering to

include women in activities usually reserved for men, small alterations did not

translate into a visible challenge to the "male dominated sex/gender slrtem"

accepted as the standa¡d in post-war Canadian society (Pierson 1986:216).

Reflecting the American experience, Susan Ha¡tmann (1982) points out

that recognition of the emergency natue of the enlarged activities for women
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allowed the American public to accept large scale participation of women in

men's jobs without challenging fundamental beliefs as to the proper roles of

women (Hartmann 1982:2ll). Like Pierson, she too documented an underlying

social fear that women's expanded opportunities during the world war Ir

emergency th¡eatened the traditional sex and gender ideolory. Pierson (1980

found such 
.hinly 

disguised h¡,steria very much in evidence through Canadian

government bodies such as the National Selective Service, whose recruitment

policies and strategies sought to preserve, to the greatest extent possible, patterns

of female labour mobitization rhat reflected the traditional value placed upon

socially defined priorities of women.

The perspective of the war as a temporary distraction preventing women

from fulfTlling their real roles was also found by Nancy Keifer (1984) in her

exâmin¿fien of the experiences of women enroled in post*econdary education at

the University of Toronto during World War II. She claimed that educators

believed that female education should reflect society's view that women were

'hu¡turers and the repositors of culrural, social and familial valuesn in order that

female graduates would be fully prepared to assume their proper role in life

(Kiefer 1984:1).

Kiefer concluded that the University of Toronto had two priorities during

the war. While the first w¿ts to contribute as much as possible to the war effort, a

close second priority was to preserve the status quo, and ensure "the male priority

and privilege characterizing the university not be undermined" (Kiefer l9B4:122).
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Although university practices were temporarily adapted to the war emergetrcy,

attitudes remained unchanged

In keeping'trith university policies, the education and training rhat female

students received was intended to prepare them to be the cheerfi¡l volunteer

during wartime and the happy homemaker and mother once tLe war ended. The

maintenance of traditional enrolment patterns resulted in the concentration of

womeo in the Arts, Nursing and Teaching.

The theme of the transitory nature of war-necessitated accommodations of

women v¡¿5 elsQ surfaced in Maureen Honey's (1934) examination of two

American magazinss popular in the 1940s, Saturda]¡ Nighi and True Story. The

two publications enjoyed circulation between a middle class and working class

readership respectively. She sought to identify not only ideological trends, but

also the ideological infrastructure that promoted full scale involvement of women

into male dominated spheres, yet when expedient to do so, was able to demand a

complete reversal at the end of hostilities with no apparent ideological confLict.

Honey stressed the continuity of early and post-war images in the two magazines

and concluded that the conservative traditional views stemmed from economic,

social and ideological structures that withstood the temporary female foray into

non-t¡aditional sex and gender roles.

Susan Bland's 1983 research about the popular media has also documented

the persistence of traditional ideologies which sought to maintain sex and gender

roles during the war emergency. She addressed the question of whether Canadian
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attitudes toward women's role in society changed during world war tr by

sxamining the relationship between advertisements and women during the wa¡

yeafs and immediate post-wü period as found in Maclean,s magazlne,lg3g-1g50.

She noted that by the 1940s advertisements directed toward rr'omen in the 1940s

illustrated what advertisers perceived as desi¡able female attributes, and how

those attributes trenslated into appropriate sex and gender roles @land 19g3:64).

Bland discovered that advertising featuring \romen workers existed only

during the 1939-1948 period. In 1941, war images began to appear, and the roles

women played in advertising started to change. Between l94o and !944,

advertisements directed toward working women increased almost l3Vo. They

focused primarity upon cosmetics or pharmaceutical products and relied heavily

upon promotion of feminine images. By L946, advertising was once again

predominantly directed towards housewives and comprised 63Vo of all advertising

directed toward wometr (Bland 1983:82). Advertisements aimed at working

women n 1947 and 1948 were increasingly directed toward clerical workers.

From 1948 onwa¡d, no advertisements in Maclean's featured working wometr

(Bland 1983277).

Bland concluded that while the roles of women in advertisements during

the war years may have changed, the "traditional themes of 1939 remain" (Bland

1983:82). Advertising gtorifred women's sacrifices and contributions during the

war, but their content still used feminine imagery and supported traditional

female aspirations. Some advertising appealed to patriotic images, but the
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fundamental message lvas the seme, whatever rvomen may have been doing during

the war crisis, they were still women and must, above all else, preserve their

traditional feminine qualities @land 19g3:g2).

Susan Hartmann's (1978) early research into the advice given to women

about ¡sfurning ex+ervicemen and their re-integration into civilian life attempted

to document tle weight given to the preservation of the status quo. In an effort

to understand why the potential for changes in sex and gender roles was not

¡selissd, Hartmann explored the idea that wartime needs strengthened traditional

sex and gender roles as w¿Ir pressures put a high value on the idyllic famity which

was at the centre of the American social structue. As the heartbeat of American

family life, women as wives and mothers were the hope for the future of the

family, which in turn, assigned all responsibility for post war stability to women.

She concluded that womeû were expected to carry out this responsibility within

traditional female roles, conveniently relinquishing and forgetting their yy¿¡.rime

economic independence and sense of personal satisfaction. Self-actuatiz¿tisa þy

women would destroy the foundation of American society. Hartmânn found,

scattered throughout the literafure, the assumption that women would teturn to

traditional sex and gender roles once hostilities ceased.

Taking a slightly different approach, D'An:r campbell (l9gO sought to

understand why women refurned to traditional sex and gender roles. Campbell

argued the answer could be found by examining female war''me and post-war

experiences in the context of the strong family centred beliefs of the American
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wartime generation. In her anallnis, many women actively made the choice to

return home as their perceptions of themselves as women allowed them to aæ,ept

the role of homemaker as natural and desirable. The ideolory that prescribed

certain roles for women was, for some, fundamgatally connected to their

definition ef v¿spenhssd.

Along similar linss, Gluck (1987) commented that scholars seem to be

convinced that social change could be measured by continued female employm.ent

in the same occupation that they held during the war. As a result, she argued,

researchers have tended to focus upon the deg¡ee of change that World War II

represented for women, rather úln toro attention toward the study of the process

of change (Gluck 1987:260). As the central feature of her 1987 research, Gluck's

method was to develop an oral history project to attempt to capfure the process of

change and participation of women in the evolution of social ideologies. Gluck's

1987 presentation of ten life-histories of female aircraft workers documented the

recurring tleme that the "unintended effect of their wartime work experience was

a transformation in their cotrcept of themselves as women" (Gluck 1987:265).

Although such a transformation did not turn into an immediate or direct

challenge of the status quo, it affected their ¡oles at home. For the first time,

many of the respondents spoke up and challenged the male decision-making

prerogative, while their newly gained confidence allowed them to begin exerting

some authority of their own (Gluck 1987:265-26Q. Yet Gluck's evidence showed

that in the post-war period women continued to define themselves as wives and
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mothers (1987:269).

How ever the individual experiences of women may differ, certain themes

with respect to women and employment during World War tr weave their way

through much of the scholarship in this field. Many researchers have concluded

the employment of women in non-traditional industrial occupations did not create

equality of job status and wages between women end. men, even briefly (pierson

1986; Skold 1981; Hartmann 1982; Honey L9B4; Nash 1989; Trey L972;

Milkman 1987; Kessler-Harris 1982; Gabin lgg2). Nor did rhe mass

neþiliz¿tion of women into waged labour translate into a large scale social

acceptance of women in non-traditional avenues of emplolm.ent (Nash 1989;

Milkman 1987; Skold 1980). In reality, concepts of men's work and women's

work did not disappear, but were altered to meet the production *¿ smplolment

emergencies of v/orld war tr CPierson 1986; Nash 1989; Milkman tgg}, rggz,

1987; Skold 1980; Gluck l9B7; Miller 1980). Successful execurion of rhe war

relied upon the mobilization of female reserves of labour into as matry

occupational areas as possible (Trey L972; Pierson 1986; Allen 1983; Noll{lark

L977). Women suddenly found that occupations that had traditionally been closed

to them due to an ideolory of appropriate sex and gender roles for women and

men now required thei¡ services (Pierson 1986; Skold 1980; Noll{lark 1977;

Miller 1980; Milkman 1982,198Ð. Yet as women moved into new occupational

areas, occupational differences continued as new categories of women's work and

men's work were defined and redefined, regardless of whether both sexes worked
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under rhe same job title (skold 1gg0; pierson 1gg6; Nash lggg; Milkman lgg2,

1987).

while studies such as those of Milkman (19gÐ, pierson (l9gO, Nash

(1989), Kiefer (1984), skold (1980, 1981), Harrmann (19g2), and Mifler (19g0)

attempt to document a lack of change for women in the workplace, only recently

have scholars begun to focus on understanding the role of sex and gender ideology

upon female workplace experiences during the war. Relþg upon n¿urow studies

of segregation in the workplace during World War tr to chart social change is

problematic because segregation does not exis_t independent gf the larger social

context. This social context rests upon an ideological foundation that reflects

enculfurative practices that promote and maintain well defî¡ed gender roles and

behaviours. To understand what was influencing the workplace during the war,

researchers must examine not only what the experiences of women were, but also

how women participated and shaped their own roles and the impact of roles

played by other institutions. But few studies sxamining occupational segregation

grapple with the issue of enforcement of pre-rflar ideologies during and in the

post-war era and how it was reinforced so strongy. That is, scholars have

neglected to explore the question of whether women were active participants in

such an ideolory - did they accept it, live by it, were willing to adhere to it and

fundamentally agree with it? To what extent did they reject it? Some scholars

such as Mitkman (198Ð and Kesselman (1982) focus upon small pockets of

resistance. Such instances are important, not only because they provide clues of
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rejection of the dominant sex and gender ideolory by women, but moreso for what

it implies about the strength of sex and gender ideologies. The works of skold

(1980, 1981), Nash (1989), Hakim (lg7g) simply document occupational

segregation in the workplace.

The link between occupational segregation and social organization through

a sex and gender ideology are rarely pursued by researchers as they have focused

quite sharply upon what happened, a description and document¿tion of

experiences and jobs, The undertþg ideology tåat drove both female and male

activities and behaviou gets lost in, the documçntation of institutionalized

resistance to \flomen in certain industries/jobs. The result is that the issue of

acceptance and belief in prescriptions of appropriate sex and gender roles and

how this was evidenced in the workplace becomes submerged. Was it only m.en

who accepted social definitions of proper male and female roles and reproduced

these roles in the workplace? Or did women themselves accept different and

unequal status and treatment in the worþlace? Few scholars acknowledge such a

possibility, nor pursue it.

Previous scholarship has attempted to isolate various elements in the

workplace that reflect the alteration of an accepted ideology that set out

appropriate behaviour and activities for women and men. Within the challenges

of wa¡time necessity the preservation of such an ideology appears illogical and

counterproductive. The concepts of the temporary nature of non-traditional

employment for women, unequal remuneration, hierarchy and types of work,
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status of jobs filled by women and the f¡eining provided to women provide the

basis of information for this study. While work experiences are a central feature

of this study, attitudes and perceptions around work experiences and the impact

and acceptance of a ftaditional sex and gender ideology wilt also be explored.

Oral histories provide a rare opportunify to explore the linkages between the

workplace and social ideology as it affected women during World War II. In

addition to documenting female wage labour participation, discussions with

individuals cân attempt to filI in the gaps in our understanding of the motivations,

hopes, goal and perspectives of participants in,the wor-kplace and about whom we

constantly generali zs,

- To develop these themes, this study is based on data collected from ten

former employees of MacDonald Brothers Aircraft Ltd. who shared thei¡

emplo¡ment experiences of World War II. Among the female employees at

MacDonald Aircraft were eight women who provided much of the i¡formation for

this study. of the eight, six women were interviewed. They \ilere Grace Fogg, Jo

Linscott, Kay Powelko, Mrs. Doreen Whiteh;ll, Annette Pelland, and Mrs. Irene

McConnell. The remaining ¡vo female informants, Ms. Dorothy Edwards and

Mrs. Bernice Pulfor, provided written comments only. Two male informants, Paul

Latocki and David Whitehill, were also interviewed. With respect ¡s ¡¿ming, the

responden¡s ds¡e¡mined how they wished to be identified. All of the female

respondents appear under tl.e names they were known by during World War tr.

Wherever possible, the respondent's own description of events and activities has
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been presented.

Chapter two is a brief corporate history of MacDonald Brothers Airqraft

Ltd. and the impact of the British Commmonwealth Air Training plan upon the

operations of the corporation. It includes discussions of the pre-war occupational

opportunities and wages of the respondents and compares them with general

statistical information on female war employment in Canada and in Manitoba and

ends with hiring for war production at MacDonald Bros. Aircraft Ltd.

Chapter ttrree deals with the occupations women held at the plant, along

with their wages, and an examination of the temporafy natufe of their

emplolm.ent, training and stafus of their jobs as found at MacDonald Bros.

Aircraft. Chapter four documents attitudes of the female and male respondents,

male co-workers, and management of MacDonald Bros. Aircraft. Chapter five

turns to the post war experiences of the respondents and a larger discussion of the

m4intenance of an accepted ideotogy in the worþlace during world war fI.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPING A WORKPLACE AND WORKFORCE FOR WAR

(The Company cannot)" ...state a definite t;me when we will be
increasing our staff or girls.'3

In the 1920s MacDonald Sheet Metal and Roofing was a small family-

owned lfinnipeg fîrm whose primary busine¡s yv.gs the m. anufacture of sheet metal

products. In 1930 it began manufacturing and repairing floats for ai¡craft along

with selling aircraft parts under the name of MacDonald Brothers Ai¡craft Ltd.

By 1934, the company was performing repairs to aircraft (Bristol Aerospace

1983:np). In 1939 MacDonald Ai¡craft employed approximately 100 people. As

the company's operations expanded during World War II, many individuals from.

this small group of employees became the backbone of the supervisory staff

(Bristol Aerospace 1980:np).

Although the number of women employed at MacDonald Aircraft at the

peak of the war effort has been estimated by respondents to have been extremely

high (Latocki, Interview 13 March 1991; Fogg,Interview,LggL; Linscott,

Interview, 15 January 1991), getting hired for a job in the aircraft plant was not

easy. With emplolment possibilities in 14/innipeg being "next te aerhìng

(Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991) at the end of the 1930s, many women could

3Provincial Archiræs of Manitoba, RG14 A1 Box 9 þereafter referred to as pAMl).



only find work i¡ çe¡¡ein occupational areas. Available work was in tJrpical

women's jobs such as sales, clerical, senrice, light industriala and tfie ever

unpopular domestic works. Professional women were nurses or teachers

(Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991).

While jobs in these occupational areas were oper to \ryomen, finding and

keeping a permanent job in \{innipeg during the late 1930s was another matter.

Much of the work available to the female respondents was part-time, and very

competitive. The T. Eaton Company was a classic example: 'þe'd go down to

Eaton's every morning, and you would get takçn, on-fo¡ the day. If you got two

days a week, you were lucþ. There would 69 ssnerimes 30 girls there and you

just happened to be the lucky one" (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991). some

of the respondents could not find work prior to the outbreak of war (McConnell,

Questionnate,4 February 1990; Interview, 19 April 1991). Only two respondents

enjoyed consistent employment prior to the war; Kay Powelko, worked as a maid

4The categories of emplolment for women in Winnipeg were eÉracted from applications
for war work through the Emptoyment Service of Canada, Women's Division, approximatety ¡ooe
l94'GFebruary l9!-1. The applications indicate the kinds of jobs women had worked at, the skills
they had to market, as well as age and marital status. From these applications, I haræ classified.
service as including: usherette, elerator operator, waitress, hairdresser, hostess and jail matron. I
haræ recorded light industriat to include: wrapping, gtuing, bindery, glo'æ cutter, c¿rpet wearær,
en'ælope m¡lre¡, bakery, poultry plucker, fabric worker, laundry, cafeteria, dye press man (!) and
sewing machine olrerator. PAM RG14 Al Box 9, Manitoba Department of Iabour, Employment
Service of Canada, Women's Division, employment cards.

5A qÐman filing an emplolment application card with the Employment Service of
Canada, Women's Division, answered the question,'Any other position ¡ou would accept?" with,
'Anything but domestic.' PAM RG14 Al Box 10, Manitoba Department of labour, Emplolment
Service of Canad¿, Women's Division, Applications file. For more information regarding resistance
to domestic work see Pierson (198q, Thet're Still Women After All
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for five years Qnterview, 13 March 1991), and Grace Fogg, was employed at Holt

Renfrew in men's tailoring for seven years CFogg, Review,5 May lgg4).

After being unemployed for two years, Jo Linscott eventually found a six

montlr job as nursemaid (Interview,14Mray 1990; Interview, 15 January lggL).

Mrs. whitshill 5taysd home on the farm, where the only pay for work she

received was for playrng the drums at local dances (Interview, 13 March 1991).

Annette Pelland performed piece work on ladies blouses for a local sewing factory

(Pelland, Review 28 February 1994). Dorothy Edwards worked as a sales clerk

for three and a half years, while Bernice Pulfol was a taxi dispatcher and also

filled out dry çlsening reports on the side (Edwards, Questionnaire, 18 January

1990; PAM RG14 Al Box 10; Lawlor, Questionnure,24 January 1990). None of

these jobs were permanent, Grace Fogg being the exception.

Wages reflected the scarcity of jobs and the surplus of potential workers.

Earnings also reflected the status of most \ilomen's jobs. Mrs. Whitehill was paid

$3 a night to play at those dances and indicated that she was really lucþ if she

had npo engagements a week Clnterview, L3 March 1991). Kay Powelko started as

a maid at $5/month and eventually worked up to a $25lmonth salary (Interview,

13 March 1991). Annette Pelland recalls her piece work wages as being $7/week

(Pelland, Review 28 February lgg4).Jo Linscott cannot recall her wages at

Eaton's except that it was a minin¡p amount and that "they gave you a dollar for

every birthda/ (Interview, 15 January 1991). In comparison, Paul Latocki started

working at MacDonald Aircraft in 1935 for the wage of 25lhour on aircraft
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overhaul for bush operators and the manufacfure of aircraft floats. After ¡vo and

a half ye¿usr his hourly rate was increased to 35/hour (Latocki, Review, 2g

February l9g4). None of the other respondents could recall their wages during

their emplolment prior to working at MacDonald Aircraft Rather, the common

recollection was that wages at those jobs were lower than what they eventually

earned at the aircraft plant (Fogg,Interview, 17 April L99L; Linscott,Interview

15 January l99l; whitehill,Interview, 13 March l99l; powelko,Interview 13

March 1991).

Almost all women seeking employmen_t-_lry.bo submitted applications to the

National Emplolment Service, Women's Division in the early 1940s sought work

at the "aircraft plant" or in a war industry CPAM RG14 AL Box 9). Apparently

aircraft jobs were desirable, as the Women's Division received approxima tely l2O

applications between 1940-t94l,long before MacDonald Ai¡craft began hiring

large numbers of women. Not only would this suggest that a significant number

of women were looking for work, but it also highligbts the competitive nature of

job hunting as none of the respondents interviewed for this study were hired

through the National Emplolment service, Women's Division. Rather all

respondents knew of employment opportunities through people already employed

at MacDonald Ai¡craft or received references from people whose

recommendations were reputable and carried weight i¡1\{innipeg during the war.

Mrs. Whitehill had a female cousin who was an inspector at MacDonald

Aircraft (Interview, 13 March írrr¡,Grace Fogg was referred by a well known
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airforce officer who was a friend of the family (Interview,lT Apnl199l), and

Mrs. McConnell's first job at IVesteel was landed with the aid of the Mayor of St.

Boniface (Interview, 19 April 1991). Annette Pelland's sister was a foreman at

Westeel and her sister was to st¿rt work on a Monday but was ill. Annette went

in her place and was hired. M¡s. McConnell and she were âmong the f,ust seven

women to be hired at that plant @elland, Review 28 February 1994).

Commented Mrs. McConnell, "You had to have pull to get in' (Interview, 19 April

teel).

What was the motivation to take jobs igthe.p.ircraft industr,f For some

respondents the opportunity to have a job was motivation enough. Others were

attracted by the opportunity to do something new or different, or the prospect of

higher wages, and most of the respondents indicated a certain 4mount of

patriotism motivated them to take jobs at MacDonald Aircraft. Jo Linscott

claimed that women took work at MacDonald Aircraft mainly because nit was

work - everybody was looking for work due to the leftover effects of the '30s -

there just weren't any jobs available, but also ever¡ôody wanted into the war

effort (Interview, 15 January l99l; Review 16 May 1994)." Mrs. McConnell and

her mother were on 'city relief', and she needed the work (Intendew, 19 April

1991) to help support herself and her mother.

For Kay Powelko and Mrs. Whitehill, a job at MacDonald Aircraft was a

way to "help the wa¡ effort - it wasn't just the job, it was that you wanted to help

the war (Interview, 13 March 1991)." Grace Fogg explained that she felt strongly
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about individually supporting the wa¡ effort as th¡ee of her brothers were in the

war, two in the Navy and the other in London, England as driver to the Air Vice

Marshall CFogg, Review,5 May 1994). Patriotic duty \vas ever¡þody's anslys¡",

claimed Paul Latocki, who worked as a Supendsor at the plant. He felt that it

was a way for women to fulfil their patriotic urges, while at the same time do jobs

that they probably had not done before (Inteniiew, 13 March 1991). In addition,

on their application forms, a large number of women indicated they wanted to

help the war effort as many had husbands and boyfriends that had enlisted

(Latocki, Review, 28 February lg94).

The British Commonwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP), was established

December 17,1939, to provide for the taining of Canadian aircraft personnel and

advanced 6aining for British, Australian and New zeatand, airforce recruits. A

scheme concocted by the Canadian and Australian high commissioners in London,

it had been accepted by the British government. The BCATP agrêement between

Canada ¿a¿ B¡itein allowed for elementary and service flylng schools, along with

air observer (navigation), bombing, gunnery and wireless schools to be operated

by the Royal Canadian Air Force in the safety of wide open Canadian spaces. It

was an ambitior¡s undertaking which saw 131553 trainees from across the

commonwealth (of whom 72,835 were canadians) become pilots, navigators,

wireless operators, air gunners, and bombardiers. At a cost of $1.6 billion to

canada (JJ-. Granatstein, et. al. 1990:37e,prime Minister Mackenzie King
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regarded the BCATP to be the single most importânt war contribution Canada

could make (FJ. Hatch 1983:15).

As it was adaptable to a wide range of training pu4)oses,.the Awo Anson

was selected as the standard trains¡ aircraft. Under the terms of the agreement,

Britain was contractually obligated to supply a1l the Anson aircraft, replacement

êngrns5 and spare parts; but the aircraft would be assembled and maintained in

Canada. The initial number of airc¡aft coûtemplated by the agreement totalled

1368 (Hatch 1983:18).

The fall of France in June 1940 and the British retreat from Dunkirk

dramatically altered the implementation of the agreement. Britain could not

produce or ship the Anson aircraft 'kits" and sngines because of intensified

warfare and increased activity by German Uóoats. The Canadian government

therefore assumed responsibility for redesigning the Anson to use American built

engines, and for manufacturing the aircraft in Canada (Hatch 1983:49). Federal

Aircraft Ltd., a Crown Corporation, w¿rs established to assums ¿dministration and

development of the now greatly expanded Anson program. The total number of

Anson aircraft orders placed with Federal Aircraft Ltd. was 4,632 (NAC RG28 v.

8 Blue Book:47).

Federal Ai¡craft did little of the actual manufacturing of the Aasons,

concentrating upon the redesign and re-engineering of the aircraft. The

manufacturing of the Anro Anson was subrontracted out to various Canadian
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ai¡craft manufacfurers. MacDonald Bros. Aircraft Ltd. was one of five aircraft

fïrms contracted to manufacfure and assemble the Ansons (Hatch 19g3:49).

ïn August 194a, MacDonald Ai¡craft was awarded a contract by the

Department of Munitions and Supply (DMS) to provide maintenance and repair

facilities for the overhaul of the Awo Anson. The company was also awarded a

contract by DMS for the manufacture of Awo Anson wings and assembþ of the

wings to the A¡son fuselages (NAC RG28 v351). The Awo Anson was rhe major

aircraft handled by MacDonald Bros. Aircraft, although as the war progressed the

compaûy was also involved with Fairey Battle_s, Tiger Moths, Harvards, Norsemen,

Lpanders, Airspeed Oxfords, Curtiss diveåombers and PBY Catali,'ra Bombers

(Bristol Aerospace 1980:np; PAM GR1650 Box 1 frle 402).

At the MacDonald Aircraft plant, Ansons were completely stripped down,

parts checked, repaired if required, and stored. From the va¡ious stored parts, the

aircraft was then re-assembled. At the peak of the war, ttre overhaul of damaged

Ansons expanded to a three shift operation with an airc¡aft being completed every

24 hours (Bristol Aerospace 1980:np; Latocki, Interview, 13 March 1991). As

war continued, MacDonald Aircraft became an important assembly plant for the

Awo Anson.

In order to fulfil the Anson contracts, MacDonald Airsraft required capital

assistance to build a larger plant and purchase the tools and m¿çhinsry necessary

for aircraft manufacture and maintetrâtrce. To this end, the Canadian government

committed $1,844,000 in capital assistance to MacDonald Bros. Aircraft Ltd. by
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the end of 1942 CNAC, RG2B v. 188). By this [:me, MacDonatd Aircraft was

operating three plants, two at Stevenson Field çlryinnipeg) and one at their

location on Robinson Street, q/innipeg (Bristol Aerospace 19g0:np).

The demand for large scale manufacture of aircraft was initially hampered

by the relative underdevelopment of the Canadian urqaft industry prior to the

war. The development of entire industrial base was accelerated: plants,

machinery, ând most importantly, an experienced aircraft workforce, were urgently

required to meet war demands. Most people absorbed into war industries were

not skilled craftspersons but came from an array of emplolment backgrounds.

The dearth of skilled workers for aircraft production was particularly acute as the

aircraft industry developed later than other Canadian war industries which meant

that many skillsd workers had al¡eady been absorbed into other war plants. The

large numbers of workers required were trained on the job, or through in-plant

f¡aining schools. Many of these new workers were women.

As the BCATP expanded, MacDonald Bros. Aircraft Ltd. bec¡me an

important overhaul and assembly shop, employing at least 3:165 employees at t¡e

height of war production'. M*y were women.

6tnis ngure could 'æry well haræ been higher. Bristol Aerospace put the number of
employees at 4J0O in their official company history, 50 Years of Technolow. The statistiss compiled
by DMS, Economics and Statistics Branch, in the 15 January 1944 edition of the War Emoloyment
i4 Canada - Geoeraohical Reoort (p. 31), reported the actual figures of emplo¡ment as of ¡uly ¡i,
1943 to be 3i765 at MacDonald Brothers Aircraft (NAC RG28A v. 182). In Canad¿'s War in the
Air. Book Two: the Industrial Miracte, Iæslie Roberts (L943) put rhis figure at S,6OO 1p. 65).
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By 1942 unemployed Canadians had been absorbed througb mirig¡y

recruitment and wartime employment. The mobilization of large numbe¡s of men

from the labour force into the armed forces had created a shortage in the number

of available workers. In early 1942 the National Selective Service (NSS) was

established to ol¡ersee the mobilization of Canadians into war production

emplo1m.ent. TV'omen were identified as a source of reserve labour and the

"recruitment of women fs¡ smployment was 'tfie most important single feature of

the program"' (Pierson 1986:23). To aid in directing women into wartime

emplolm,ent the Women's Division of the National selective Service was created.

One of the fîrst activities undertaken by the NSS, Women's Division was to

carry out a comprehensive registration of all Canadian females between the ages

,of 20-24 (excluding women !¡ ¡sligieus orders, hospital patients, prison inmates

and those in insurable employm.ent) in order ¡e de¡s¡mine the potential

employment reserve of single youog women. Significantly, the registration was

' expected to not only aid in dispersing single young women throughout war

industries, but also reflected a philosophy that married women with children

should not enter the waged workforce (Pierson 1986:24). Yet by lg43,it was

necessary for the NSS, Women's Division to launch a campaign to recruit married

women with children for part-time emplo¡ment (pierson 19g627)

The recruitment process itself reflected the Canadian philosophy

ssaçs¡ning women and waged employment outside the home. While women were

regarded as a reserve pool of labour to be tapped as necessary, there were
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categories of women and limitations to large scale mobilization of those women.

The recruitment of Canadian \vomen to perform their patriotic duty was grounded

in the sex and gender ideology of the day. The strategy adopted by the NSS

reflects the perspective and public expression by the Canad.ian goveillment that

nsþiliz¿tion for war work among married women should not take priority over

their family responsibilities (Pierson 1980. Canadian war ime emplo¡rment would

tap the reserve labour pool that women represented, as women were obligated to

help in the þrosecution of the war (Leg. Library 7l{-51, p.1)."

Implicit in this policy is the notion that_gon-traditional occupations for

women were for the duration only as they were either holding a man's job for him

or filling in for him in order that he might be freed for other duties. It appears

the ¡vin realities of large scale male enlistment and the need to tap female labour

during a national emergency forced pubtic acceptatrce of the participation of

women in what were perceived as metr's jobs without atry apparent contradiction

with the definition ef fsmininitlr.

Fi¡st the NSS directed the placement of young, mobile, singls women into

areas of war production where their services r,vere needed. Once that available

soruce of women had been depleted, recruitment efforts would tum to womeû

with domestic responsibilities, and finally to \tromen rvith children (Manitoba

Legislative Library 7t4-51:l-2). It was pointed out the concentration of women

with children in urban areas was ao asset as services such as childcare,laundries

and community kitchens could be easily provided in urban centres (Manitoba
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Legislative Library 714-51:2) and could be used to convince mothers to take up

war employment.

By August 1940, ths V/innipeg branch of the National Emplo¡ment Service,

women's Division was registering women who were seeking emplolm.ent at

MacDonald Aircraft. The 'Women's Division offered to assist tåe company in its

hiring of female workers by screening and selecting prospective employees to be

interviewed CPAM RG14 A1 Box l0). Benveen L94o and, 1941, rhe women's

Division collected approximately lz0 applications from women seeking

employment at MacDonald Aircraft (PAM RG14 A1 Box 10). This was prior to

hiring women for aircraft production work.

The applicants were predemin¿¡fly singls women in the age group lB-24

years. Some applications were from older single women and widowed women

with children who needed employment to support themselves. A number of the

older or married applicants have letters attached to thei¡ applications which

reveal a need for employment and that although they have "domestic

responsibilities" these women were also solely responsible for their family's

survival. The City ef \{innipeg welfare office forwarded letters to the National

Employment Service, Women's Division sutlining tales of older womeû who were

alone and needed work to support themselves. In some instançss the city relief

department introduced women receiving "assistence" whose husbands had deserted

them leaving them with small children to supporr CPAM RG 14 A! Box 10). It is

unknown how many of these applicants eventually found work at MacDonald
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Ai¡craft. None of the respondents interviewed were hired through the National

Employment Service, Women's Division, although Dorothy Edwa¡ds was

regisrered wirh them in August of 1g40 (pAM RG14 A1 Box 10).

MacDonald Aircraft did not begrn hiring women employees in the aircraft

plant at Stevenson Field until roughly December l9aû (Latocki, Review,2g

February 1994; Linscott,Interview, 15 January 1991). The qualifications required

for emplo)4ment at MacDonald Aircraft appear to have been minip¿1, because

employees underwent on-the1'ob trainlng or were taken from other industries]

The company sought employees who had at least a grade nins sdr¡çation whom

they felt would possess "the basic knowledge they needed to tackle some of the

jobs that we had" (Latocki,Interview, 13 March 1991). Paul Latocki explained

that the compatry

hi¡ed both men and women..nobody said you have to hire a maû or you
have to hire a womaû. If a person came to the door, and with the little
test they gave them, if they passed the test you could see that you could do
sepsthing with that person, they were hired. And the kind sf work that we
had, we could see that women could fit into it (Latocki, Interview, 15
March 1991).

The test that was ¿dminisfe¡ed to potential hirees certainly did not require

great skill nor was it difficult. Kay Powelko remembers the test she was given

when she applied for work, "There was a square wooden board (a device simila¡

to a jig sâw prrzzle) and all these little things were cut out...and I just whipped

TMost of the skilled men in the plant c¿me from othe¡ industries, such as machinist
shops. Many mechanics were from automotire garages and service stations as the automotiræ
industry was directed into manufacture of trucls and t¡nks for the armed forces. p. Iatocki. Tape
recorded interview. winnipeg, Manitoba, March 13, 19gl; Review,2g February 1994.
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them in like anything. "Can you start tomorrow morning at eight o'clock?' That

was it - I was hired" (Interview, 13 March 1991). Jo Linscott exptained, "nobody

had any qualifications...they just said 1Mell are you willing to learn?', and they pur
,

you into a job and let the guys 6ain you" (Interview, 15 January lggl). Grace

Fogg couldn't recall taking a test, but stated that her sewing experience at Holt

Renfrew secured a job for her. She also recalled that all the sewers in the Fabric

room were well experienced, coming from dressmaking backgrounds in ladies

wear shops. After all, she pointed out, they could make more money at

MacDonald Aircraft than they could performing alterations to ladies clothing

(Fogg, Review,5 May 1994).

By July l,l94l, the DMS recorded the number of Canadiens employed in

"total war industries" as 480328, of which 441gz e2aVò were women.s These

figures rose by August 1942 to emplolment of 952,w persons in total war

industries, with female participation equalling 160,000 (I6.9Vo) persons. The

report for July L,1943 reported the figures for those employed in total war

industries as 1,108,000 of whom 230,000 (z}.Bvo) were female (NAC RG2SA

v.182x). The largest war production employment figures were generated by

i¡dustrialized centres of Ontario and Quebec. Rural areas and the prairie

provinces had experienced less war industry development.

EThese figures include c¿lorla¡is¡ allowances for non-reporting plants and people inrolræd in
'on+ite construction' and "estimates for ancillary industries." He¡eafter all national statistics will
include the abo'æ categories (NAC RGæ v. 1BZ:11).
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PROVINCIAI{_ SUMPÍÀRY

PROVTNCTAIJ TOTALS OF WAR EMPLOYMENT COVERING
¡4AN"UFACTURING PTANTS RE

Province Julv 31,194L - Àctua1 War Emp].owment

Male

Prince Edward Island,

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

Manitoba

Saskat,chewan

Alberta

British Columbia

CANADÀ, 436,000 44 , QQj

Source: NAC, RG28 vol.L82, Department of MuniEions and Supply,
Economics and St,at,istics Branch, Geoqraphical Distribution of
Labour Reguirement.s For lVar Production, 2'7 ,January 1"942, Provinclal-
Summary, p.2.

A:\thesis\provst.4t

Tobal

810

35, 9 00

9,500

L49,200

228,7Q0

11, 100

3, 800

8,300

32,000

770

35,7Q0

9, 000

132,800

2Q5 ,200

10, 300

3, 600

7 ,800

30, 800

Fema]-e

40

1,204

s00

i6, aoo

23,500

800

200

s00

7,200

480, 000
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PROVINCIAL STMMÀRY

PROVTNCTAL TOTALS OF WAR EMPLOYMENT COVERTNG
MÄNUFACTURING PLAIITS REPORTTNG

Auqust 1. 1942 - Actual War tnplovmentProvince

Prince Edward Island

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario

¡¡anit,oba

Saskatchewan

Alberta
gritish Columbia

2g!,700 228,500

Total

620

52,400

2t,600

410, 600

36,500

13,300

23,300

ttz,200

Male

590

48, 800

t9,700

324,000

32,400

t2,300

21_,400

L04 , L00

Female

30

3, 600

1,900

53 ,200

96, 600

4,L00

1, 000

L,900

9,1c0

CANADA 952,000 792,000 160, 000

SOURCE: NAC, RG28A, vol.1,82, Department of Munitions and Supply,
Economics and. StatisEics Branch, War Emploi¡ment in Canada. -

Geoqraphical Report (Fifth Editíon) 15 'Januara¡ 1944' Provincial-
Sumrnary, p. ix.

A : \thesis \provs L. 42 / 2
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PROVTNCIÀL SUMI4ARY

PROVTNCTAL TQTATS OF WAR EMPLOYME
MANUFACÎURING PLANTS. REPORTTNG

Province

Prince Edward Island

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

OnLario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

British Columbia

,Ju1v 1, \943 - Àctua1 War Enrplovment

Total

680

5'7 ,400

26,300

341,700

466,400.

36, 500

14, 800

26,800

137,200

Male

620

5L,400

23 ,500

265,'700

349, 000

30, 000

t2,700

23 ,600

1-22,100

Female

60

6, 000

2 ,800

7 ,600

1L8,400

6, 500

2,l.00

3,200

15, L00

CANADA 1, 108, oo0 878, 000 23 0, 000

SOURCE: NAC. RG28A, vo]-.7g2, Department of Munitj-ons and Supp1y'
Economics and StaListics Branih, war EmplovmenÇ' in-canêda'-:
Ceoqraphical Report (Fifth Edition) 1.5 ,.Tanuary 1944. Provl-ncl-al
Summary, p. ix

a: \chesis\provst.43
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Yet in llfenileþ¿, the number of women in war industries was slowly

creeping upward. At the end of July 1941, the province was reported as having

11'100 persons in "actual war emplo5/aent", of whom only 800 (7 2Vo) were women

(NAC RG28 v-182:2). By August lg4z,the numbers of persons employed in war

industries had climbed to 36j00, with women comprising 4,1æ (rl2vo) of tha¡

total. In July 1943 the total persons employed in war industries remeined the

same as the previous year, except women now held 6joo (L7.g%) of those jobs

CNAC Rc28A v.182:ix).

The largest number of women employed in war industries in Mani¡s5¿

were, by far, located ¡¡ lryinnipeg. out of a total Winnipeg war industry

workforce of 20368 in July L943, tåe number of women engaged in war

emplolment roralled 5,197 (255Vo) (NAC RG 2gA v. lg2:nvi), whereas ar rhe

end of July 1941 that figure had totalled only 92 women (4.4Vo) out of a total of

z,lffi war workers in W'innipeg. While the percentage of female workers in war

industries was not overly dramatic, the increase in their numbers,5,105 women in

two years, represented a decided shift in the makeup of the industrial workforce

involved in war production. The majority of these women war workers were

concentrated in the aircraft industry and within one company, MacDonald Bros.

Ai¡craft Ltd. of St. Jemes.

The acrual numbers of people working in the lfinnipeg aircraft industry

directly connected to war production needs can be approximated using the

Geographical Reporrs produced by the DMs. In luly lg4l, those persons
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Flin Flon
Sel_kirk
Sherridon
Winnipeg
MÀNTTOBA:
Totals, Reportj.ng Manuf . plants
Àllowance, Non-Reporting Manuf . plantsEsrimare for on_siré -ãðñ"'r*cr.ion
Estimare for Ancirrãrv-ïããusrries
TOTÀL FOR ÀLL WAR INDUSTRY

1 Februarv, 1942

Brandon
Flin Flon
Fort Whyte
Portage 1a prairie
Selkirk
Sherridon
Winnipeg
MÀÀITTOBA:
Tota1s, Reporting Manuf. plants
Allowance, No1-n9çorLÍng Manuf . pt-antsEsrimare for On- çirã-c"å"'trucuionEstimare for arr"iriãrJ-ïãã""rries
TOTAL FOR ALL WAR INDUSTRY

¡,IANTTOBA URBAI{ TOTAI,S FOR PIJÀNTS REPORTING

Tot,äI: War War Employmentc Civilian Toral ! --rM;ï; 
Fomale

12 0s 120s 1191_ L411-s 40 40486 364 36;s379 2100 2008 92

1:848 L273 575
?082 30s1 312500 2407 93

-

7185 3709 3603

105
222

B1
6s

68L
3B

Ls816

61
222

7
30

s93
3B

97 49

106

17008

59
2t8

7
4

587
37

8430

10700

1300
2000
7700

2
4

9342

L1.70
19 B0
7500

2¿
6
1

1.3 L9

1700 1,9992

58

130
20

200

1_708
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l- Àucrust, 1942

Brandon
Dauphin
Flin FIon
Fort. whyte
Pine Fa1ls
Portage la prairie
Selkirk
Sherridon
The pas
Winnipeg
MANITOBÀ:
Totals, Reporting Manuf . 'planLs
Deduction for estimaceo 

".rãiËùãtementRevised Total
Allowance, Non-Reporting Manuf . plantsEstimare for on-sire còñsËiucrionEstimat,e for Anciltary .i"ã"rtries
TOTAL FOR AtL WAR INDUSTRY

!,TANITOBA URBAII TOTÀI.S FOR PLANTS REPoRTING (conT.)

,t,

Total: War War Employment
& Civilian ToLal ¡¡ui. Female

333 202 l_34 682211
771 732 695 3775 38 38314 7 78847443
78L 662 655 739 39 38 1248 248 246 230007 1968L 16365 33L6

L450 L26s 18s3000 2960 408400 7800 600
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1.lulv, 1943

Brandon
Dauphin
FLin Flon
Neepawa
Pine Falls
Port,age Ia prairie
Selkirk
Sherridon
winnipeg
MANITOBA:
Totals, Reporting Manuf. plants
Adjustment tor nstÍmated overstatement

Revised. Total
ÀlIowance, Non-Reporting plants
Estimate for On-Site CoñsUiuct,ionEstimate for. Ancillary fndustries
TOTAL FOR ÀLL WAR T¡üÐUSTRY

MÀNITOBÀ URBAI{ TOTÂI,S FOR PLÀNTS REPORTING (cont,.)

I

Total: Wai' War Employment.
& Civilian Total Male Female

523 267 I4g 118.281569
746 68s s91 9420t266
305 18 188L58B50
866 6!2 604 I3s 34 24 10331-67 20368 ]'5:-7L 5tg7

3686

s747 746 s44 2027000 2500 2430 7044514 11057 L0210 847

9?02

Source: NAC, RG2g, vol .!82, Department of uunitions an_d Supply, Economics and SbaLisLicsBranch, 
""ootu , 2z Janu ary L942,provineiãffirmu 

uro, p. 11 ¡ 26 ,January1"943 (4ttr Edítionf, p-rovinciar simmã;y,'õ..o,;-R¿tB,'-rã1.184, rs Janùary 1944 (5rh Edirion),Provincial Summary, p.xxvi.
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employed in wa¡time aircraft manufacturs in Y/innipeg numbered only 76g;69L

men and 76 women. of this figure, 64 women and 4g2 men were employed by

MacDonald Aircraft (NAc RG28 v. 1g2:np). By February l94z there had been a

significant increase in the numbers of persons employed in aircraft manufacture in

g¡innipeg. The total employed in all aircraft manufacturing was 2063, lJ55 men

and 308 women. MacDonald Aircraft employees comprised 89 women and 666

men (NAC RG28 v'.182:76-78). These f,rgures are prior to the opening of the

second plant, the flight service hângar, at Stevenson Field n lg4z (Bristol

Aerospace 1980:np; Latocki, Review,28 February 1994).

By Augu st l94l,there were roughly 4Sgzpersom employed in aircraft

manufacfure in Winnipeg and the total number of MacDonald Aircraft employees

increased dramatically. Women accounted for 390 employees at MacDonald

Aircraft and men totalled L:137 employees NAc RG2BA v.lgz:10+ir07). By July

1943, the number of women employed at MacDonald Ai¡craft in aircraft

production slqnockete d to 1232, while 6sa tetall ed Zg2lemployees, for a total

war production workforce of 3i756. Those persons employed in aircraft

manufacture for v/innipeg as a whole amour.ted to 6567, of whom onty 7g7

women were found in companies other than MacDonald Bros. Aircraft (NAC

RG28A v. L82:129-133).

From July f941 to July 1943, the increase in staff at MacDonald Aircraft

amounted to a 700 per cent increase over two years. The ratio of male to female

workers was now 2:1.
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CHAPTER 3

JOBS AT MACDONALD AIRCRAFT

I wouldn't rwant to do that for the rest of my rife, even if r were a mân
(Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991).

According to the terms of the contract with the DMS, MacDonald Aircraft

was to build A¡son wings as replacements for_aircraft damaged.¿g. f¡aining

schools. LateÍ, fuselages for Anson II aircraft from Federal Ai¡craft in Montreal,

engine assemblies from Cockshutt Plow in B¡antford and tail assembtes from

Vancouver - components less the wings - were shipped to MacDonald Aircraft

for assembly, test flight and then delivery to various f¡aining schools in western

Canada. "Shortly after pilot, navigation and Uo-fiog schools began operating,

damaged (crashed) ai¡craft began arriving on railway flat cars for complete

overhaul and final reassembly like new ai¡craft. At the peak of overhaul

operations, we were completing one overhauled aircraft each day'' (Latocki,

Review,28 February 1994i NAC RG28 vol. 351, frIe 4-2-13e.

when the company began gearing up for war production, most of the

employees were men. Out of a total workforce of approximately 100, only the

office staff were women (Bristol Aerospace 1980:np). Paul Latocki, who had been

employed with MacDonald Aircraft prior to the war, stated that during the first

months of the war the compatry did not hire any wometr for plant production.



Mr. Whitehill ¡sçallsd that when he started at MacDonald Aircraft there were no

female employees in the woodworking department in which he worked

(Latocki/ V/hitehill, Interview, 13 March 1991).

Women first began to be hired to work in the rib room end the fabric

department (Latocki,Interview, 13 March 1991). ByJuly 3t,lg4o the company

reported having 64 female employees out of a total of 546, approximately l2Vo of

the total MacDonald Aircraft workforce (NAC RG28A vol.182). A year and a

half later, by February 1,1942, female employees accounted for 89 of 755 total

employees, still only about 12% of the total workforce CNAC RG28A vol. 182).

As men began to leave the plant for the armed forces, more women \ryere

hired and moved into jobs that had previously been performed by men (Latocki,

Inteniiew, 13 March 1991). The respondents, female and male, all shared the

perspective that the enlistment of men was the main reason why \ryomen were

hired in the first place (Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99t; Fogg,Interview, 17

April l99l; Latocki/Whitehill,Interview, 13 March l99l; Edwards,

Questionnaire, 1990; Lawlor, Questionnaire, 1990). Many respondents

commented upon the public perception that women were needed to fill gaps in

the workplace in order to win tle war, and viewed their employmetrt ir the

aircraft industry as a temporary opportunity for work.

The emplolment fïgures reported for Augus t l,lg42 reflect a steady

increase in the number of female employees at MacDonald Aircraft. Of a total of

19ag emplo¡iees, 386 were female, a climb to approximately lgvo of. the plant
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workforce CNAC RG28A vol. 182). By July L,1943 rhe number of women

employed had increased dramatically to 1228 employees out of a total of 3,665 or

about 34Vo of the total workforce at MacDonald Bros Aircraft Ltd. (NAC RG2SA

vol. 18Ð. Yet the mush¡ooming numbers of women working at the aircraft plant

were only part of the story. When the respondents spoke about their jobs and

experiences at MacDonald Aircraft, a scenario of women and men concentrated

in different departments and/or jobs began to emerge.

Jo Linscott believed that women were put into specific jobs rather than

simply being substituted for men as they left. She insisted this was due to the

perception that women were better suited to 'light" work Qnterview, 15 January

1991). Paul Latocki claimed the occupations into which women were hired were

dependent uPon the type of job it was aod "the way it was broken down in such

detail it was decided that a woman could do a job just as good as a man, and in

many cases better (Latocki,Interview, 13 March t99t; Review, 28 February

1994). Women were not simply hired into positio$¡ ¿ls vacancies occurred, but

were targeted for what were informally labelled light jobs as opposed to those

unde¡stood to be heavy jobs or requiring considerabls 6aining.

While many Canadian women received 6aining through pre-industrial

fraining programs administered by the federal Department of Labour and the NSS

in areas of instruction that had previously been limited to men @ierson 1986:71),

all of the MacDonald Aircraft respondents trained in the plant. The need for

maximum capacity production led to detailed job breakdown which facilitated on
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the job 6aining. Paul Latocki explained that most of the work performed by

women was of a repetitive nature and did not requiie much Eeining or

supervision. All the manufactured wing assemblies were ca¡ried. out with the aid

of jigs and fixtures (Latocki, Review,28 February 1994). The female respondenrs

were shown how to perform a task by their charge hand or lead hand and were

expected to quickly master the task.

Consequently, the 6aining itself was not necessarily complicated nor

lengthy. Indeed, Kay Powelko and Mrs. Whitehilt laughed that some raining

lasted "eight g¡ ning min¡fgsr', and ']ou kney¡*r_at to do tåen" (Interview, 13

March 1991). Jo Linscott remarked, "The women were actually smart enough to

know that they didn't have to be taught half a dozen times" (Inteniiew, L5 January

1991).

Hirshfield's (1989) sfudy of women shipyard workers during World War tr

offers support to the respondents' claims. She found that women were hired in

emergency shipyards because the shift to mass production through reorganization

of work from skillsd to semi+killed crafts made it easier to employ women as

they could be easily trained for specific tasks. Increased production was a bonus

reaiized with the shift from rivetting to welding that required less employees (1

welder equalled 4 riveters), it was also relatively easy to train employees, menning

unskilled workers could be trained quickly for specialized jobs (Hirshfield

1989:478).

Job breakdown was also an important feature of the organization of
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production at MacDonald Aircraft due of the shortages of men i.n skilled trades

such as carpentry and machining. This was also the perspective of Canadian

government ofñcials responsible for the ¿dminist¡¿tion of f¡aining programs. In

an effort ¡e minimize the demand for skilled labour, scientific job breakdown was

the preferred method to meet the high production demands of the war. The

breakdown of jobs into smaller sub-parts enabled skilled craftspeople to

concentrate upon the most skilled aspect of a job, while allowing the more rout'ne

parts of a job to be performed by individuals who could be treined in a matter of

da¡a or weeks @ierson 1986:72). Many of the jqbs requiring minimal training

could be filled by women who did not have previous industrial geining or

experience

While in-plant t¡aining was the mânner in which MacDonald Aircraft

developed tÍ.e workforce it required, job breakdown was utilized as the preferred

mznner in which to organize production. It was relatively easy to tmin women for

specific unskilled tasks such as doping, fabric work, cable splicing, expediting and

occupations in Stores. Notably, job breakdown affected male employees of

MacDonald Aircraft much in the same way it affected female employees. It

provided a valuable opporrunity for basic t¡eining and experience for men who

also had no specific job or trades f¡eining. It also provided the opportunity to

receive 6aining while being paid, and to further skills with an eye to the post-war

era. Except for a handful of employees including skilled tradesmen from the

automotive industry, the MacDonald Aircraft workforce was entirely new to the
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aircraft industry.

Pierson (1980 found that much of the üaining given to \romen under the

V/ar Emergency J¡aining Progrnm was oriented towa¡d training for specific jobs

created by the war. Women were not providsd 6¡ining to enable them to move

into more skilled employment, such as trades, and Pierson (L986:73) goes as far as

to claim this was in order that women would not be able to compete with men for

smployment in the post-war period.

Jhs limitations upon training received by women also reinforced and

helped ensure that the jobs they performed w_ere ones considered appropriate for

women. The common practice was to identify what were believed to be inherent

qualities possessed by women and apply those qualities to jobs. It was often said,

and accepted, that women were more dexterous, patient and capable of repetitive,

detailed and dutl routine tasks (Latocki, Review,28 February L994; Linscott,

Interview, 15 January 1991). It was not surprising that emplolment patterns

observed such gender rooted arguments. 'Women were usually found in jobs that

were believed to be suitable to their innate skills, reflecttng the acceptance of an

ideology of sex and gender roles and abilities. As these routine occupations were

now considered appropriate for women, they became labelled as women's jobs.

The experiences of some the MacDonald Ai¡craft respondents follow a similar

pattern.

Certain jobs at MacDonald Aircraft required traditional female skills, such

as cutthg fabric and sewing. Other jobs were simply sub-parts of a larger trade,
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with no previous sex/gendef identification. These jobs had been de+killed in

order to facilitate on-the:iob training and high productivity. This in turn enabled

the hiring of large numbers of relatively unskilled female (and male) employees

i¡¡e çs¡rein airs¡aft production and/or overhaul occupations. In some instances

jobs that women initially held were performed only by women, such as fabric work

and doping (Latocki,Interview, 13 March l99l; Linscott, Interview, 15 January

1991; Fogg, Interview 17 April L99l). In other occupations such as rib assembly

or cable splicing, women eventually moved into and assumed those jobs where

they were previously performed by men (Latocki, Interview, 13 March 1991).

The comments from respondents regarding the plaòement of women into

certain occupations in which only other women were employed, and the

transformation of lower skilled occupations into those wholly filled by women

indicates a broad pattern of segregation. At MacDonald Aircraft, women were

initially found only in particular occupations such as fabric work and doping. As

the war progressed and men left the plant for the armed forces and the compaoy

was awarded more contracts, women began to move into other occupations. The

broad segregation however, did not vanish, þ¡¡ ¡sn¡ined alongside what appears

to be an emerging pattern of less visible segregation 4mong and within

occupational areas.

The ensuing discussion is a sampling of occupations held by women and

has been organized along the lines of known areas of emplolment of women, and

the experiences of the respondents, both female and male.
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In the fabric department material used to cover the wings and fuselages

was cut and sewn, then moved to the Overhaul section to be fitted and fastened

onto the ai¡craft ready for doping and sanding. All of the employees in the fabric

room were lvomen, including the Forelady charge hand (Linscott,Interview, 15

January l99L; Latocki,Interview, 13 March l99l; Review,28 February lgg4).

This was one of the first areas of the plant into which women were hired, ând one

of the few a¡eas in which a woman could be found in a supervisory position. Jo

Linscott remembers there being only 3 or 4 women in this department when she

began working there (Linscott,Interview, 15 {pnuary 1991). When asked whet}.er

any of her co-workers in the fabric room had been men, Jo Linscott laughingly

replied, "There were no men in there, no they avoided the sewing Íoom

completely!" (Linscott,Intenriew, 15 January 1991). She went on to chuckle at the

thought of men working in the fabric department as co-workers '\¡/ith all those

\ryonen" (Linscott, Interview, 15 January t99l).

Jo Linscott was one of the fi¡st female employees hired by MacDonald

Aircraft. She began ¡s¡ smplolment in the fabric room, sewing wing and fuselage

covers as well as tacking the fuselage covers to the fuselages Qnterview, 15

January 1991). Grace Fogg also began her employment in the fabric room and

remembers the hand sewing she had to perform on ttre covers once they were

tacked to the aircraft. once the cover \ryas on she had to apply'a special tSpe of

lock stitch" every two inches (Interview, 17 April t99l; Latocki, Review,28

February 1994). Any train¡ng these two women received was on the job. The
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respondents working in the fabric room indicated they did not have to acquire any

more skills than those they already possessed in order to perform their jobs.

Grace Fogg was an experienced sewer, she had earned her living by sewing for

the previous seven years. Jo Linscott knew how to sew, being taught at home

(Fogg, Review, 5 May 1994; Linscotr, Review 16 May 1994). They did not need

to be treined in any new skills, simply to be shown what to do. From the very

beginning, jobs in the fabric room were left for women to fill.

In a study of aircraft workers in San Diego during World War II, Marilyl

Noll{lark (1977) discovered that women were used to fiIl jobs that utilized the

traditioml skills they were presumed to possess, such as sewing and other

occupations related to fabric work. She also noted that these occupations were

the first into which women were hired, their eventual move into more varied

occupations w¿rs connected to the expansion of production and mili¡¿ry

recruitment (Noll{l ark 1977 :94).

Once the fabric was on the aircraft, it underwent a process known as

doping, a liquid celluloid substance '\rhich stretches the fabric so it is taut like a

drum" (Latocki,Intendew, 13 Ma¡ch 1991). Dope was described as being like a

glue and was applied by brushing it onto the fabric cover (Fogg, Interview, 17

April t99L; Latocki, Interview, 13 March l99l; Review,28 February, 1994;

Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991). Once the dope had dried, the surface was

sanded. This process was repeated seven times to each fabric surface (Latocki,

Review,28 February 1994). All of the dopers and sanders at MacDonald Aircraft
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were women: "They did it pretty well lffiVo" (Latocki, Interview, 13 Ma¡ch l99L;

Linscott,Intenriew, 15 January 1991). while considered a'Tghter" job than

others, doping was probably one of the worst jobs at the plant. Dope had to be

applied at 72 degrees Fahren-heit which meant the dopers usualty worked inside.

Comfort was dependent upon proper ventilation. Paul Latocki recalled that both

dope shops were equipped with down draft exhaust, but ventilation was poor when

employees would forget to turn on the exhaust fans (Latocki, Review,28 February

L994). Jo Linscott and Grace Fogg insisted that other staff sometimes created

problems for dopers by opening doors to the g}tside, making the workplace too

cold for the proper application of the dope (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1994;

Fogg, Review,5 May 1994). The fumes from the dope were remembered as

being particularly unpleasant, causing one respondent to describe health problems

she believes were a result of doping aircraft \¡/ith little ventilation to remove tl.e 
.

fumes (Linscott,Interview, 15 January l99l; McConnell and Pelland,Interview, 1.9

April 1991). Paul Latocki indicated that some employees remained in the fabric

shop as they could not stomach the smell of the dope (Latocki, Review, 28

February 1994). Two of the respondents were prompted by the side effects of the

dope to ask to be transfer¡ed to other departments (Linscott,Interview, 15

January 1991; Fogg,Interview, 17 April 1991).

The ribs for the wings and fuselages of the Anson were produced in the

Items department. Kay Powelko and Mrs. Whitehill assembled ribs for the wings

of the aircraft indicating 'þe were just in one little area during the war, we just
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glued and assembled the wing ribs onto jigs" Qnterview, 13 March l99l; powelko,

Review,28 February l9g4). All the pieces of wood were cut in the miil sfosp ¿ad

shaped by men, then the pieces were assembled by women. The men "did all the

heavy work. They had to steâm and set the wood strips in jiæ for forming.

Women '\pere given a jig and you had to fit the pieces just like a jig+aw puzzle.

The women had ¡sthing to cut; everything was al¡eady precut, pre-formed, and

all they had to do was glue, nail and clamp them in the rib assembly jig,' (Latocki,

Intenriew, 13 March l99l; Review,28 February 1994). Once the ribs dried, they

were sanded to remove the rough edges and sent to Stores and on to the

Assembly shop as needed (Latocki,Interview, 13 March 1991). At the peak of

war production women comprised an estimated 95% of the rib room employees,

with men doing all the "dirty work, the rough work, the cutting, the cleaning',

(Latocki, Inteniiew, 13 March 1991).

Grace Fogg and Jo Linscott eventually moved out of the fabric ¡oom into

Overhaul. In this shop,,,vomen worked with men, but as to working at the sâme

jobs, that depended upon whether the job was considered 'heavy work" (Linscott,

Interview, 15 January 1991). The Overhaul staff included a female lead hand who

supervised both women and men in Overhaul assembly. Ninety-five per cent of

the employees involved in the strip doum of the airqaft were women, estimates

Paul Latocki Qnterview, 13 March 1991). Grace Fogg worked on the Anson

brakes, which included the plumbing (Interview,lT April 1991). She replaced a

male employee who she believed moved to the motors department. Jo Linscott
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lecalled rtrorking on the assembly of the rvindscreen and the emergency exit for

the aircraft Clnterview, 15 January r99r; Latocki,Interview, 13 March 1991).

Grace Fogg also performed this task as required enterview,lT April 1991). The

windscreen assembly had previously been performed by a male employee

(Linscott,Interview, 15 ranuary 1991; Fogg,Interview, L7 Aprtr 1991).

The mechanical department was another area of the plant in which both

rtromen and men employees could be found. Women worked on engine nacelles

attaching "ell tþs little accessories and all the plumbing controls and bracketry.

Then the men's job came when the men picked up this whole assembly and

mounted it on the aircraft" (Latocki, Interview, 13 March l99l; Review,2g

January 1994). 'Women performed jobs which required dexterity and attention to

detail, while men performed the more skilled jobs and jobs requiring greater

ph¡,sical strength.

There were a few women in flight service who cleaned the aircraft, naking

sure the windows and the inside of the cabins were clean. Many of the cable

splicers were also women. Although Paul Latocki trained both men and women

as cable splicers, eventually it was only women who were doing this job. He

likened this job to a woman braiding her hair (Interview, 13 March 1991). oThere

was no one who knew how to splice a cable and I think I trained about 40 people

to splice cable. It's just like a woman braiding her hair. But I could trever do as

much as some of the girls did on the bench. They did 40 splices a day for me,

and it's all steel cable..you do it by hand" (Latocki,Interview, 13 March :tggl).
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women already possessed the skitts they required to perform this job, and the

completion of 5 cable splices an hour was considered a very good da¡a output.

Not all employees were able to achieve this output level, not even the individual

who taught them could produce so many splices (Latocki, Review,28 February).

As well, women could be found working in the Stores as kit assemblers and

expediters, üd in the Electrical Department, electrical assembly, wiring the

aircraft control panels and brakes.e

As for fi¡al assembly of the aircraft, that was performed by men. Stated

Paul Latocki, 'Towards the end, where you're doing assembly work, it's not that

some women couldn't do it but you could say it's a m,4n's job" due to it entsiling

such things as "assembly of engines and landing gear to aircraft (Latocki,

Interview, 13 March l99l; Review,28 February l9g4). As well flight service

work, the preparation of airc¡aft for test flyl¡g, was performed by men (Latocki,

Interview, 13 March 1991).

Since very little of the A¡son was metal, the sheet metal and welding shops

responsibilities were limited mainly to repairs to the engine cowlings and metal

fuselage frame (Latocki, Review,28 February Lg94). But in lg{ ,MacDonald

Aircraft assumed a cottract from DeHavilland Aircraft in Malton, Ontario for tå.e

production of radiator parts for the Mosquito. Several of the respondents

remember only a few women working in the sheet metal shop. As Paul Latocki

. 9"Merry Macs Tatler", March, rolume 2, Issue 9, no date. Merry Macs Tatler', May,
rrolume 2, Issue 11, no date.
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explained, sheet metal 'had not opened itself up to womenn (Latocki/Wfoifshil,

Interview, 13 March 1991). The sheet metal and welding shops may have had few

female employees because welding required ¿ f¡'aining period of several weeks,

but it also appears to have been considered men's work.

The ¡ro female respondents who worked in the sheet metal shop had been

trained before being hired at MacDonald Aircraft. Mrs. Irene McConnell and

Annette Pelland had come to MacDonald Aircraft as welders from Westeel and

Trans Canada Airlines (TCA) n 1943 and l9M respectively. At MacDonald

Aircraft their work entailed repairs to the fuselage frames, patches to gas fanks,

and work on the nose of the airsraft. They recall only about 6{ welders in total,

with only one other woman being employed as a welder. This woman left

MacDonald Aircraft soon after Annette Pelland and Mrs. McConnell were hired

CPelland and McConnsll,Interview 19 April 1991). They also recalled riveting, as

did Jo Linscott, Mrs. Whitehill ¿a¿ Kay Powelko.lo

For A¡nette Pelland and Mrs. Irene McConnell, their war work experience

started at V/esteel where they began by frling the burrs off raw edges of steel.

They quickly moved into welding as men were leaving to join the armed forces

and the company was receiving more contracts. Neither Annette Pelland nor Mrs.

Irene McConnell had any prior training or experience welding. They learned tLe

basics of welding on the job, and pointed out that it took them "a couple of

loRirening appears to haræ occurred tater, sometime in 1943 ot l9[c/hen the company
was doing repairs to ai¡craft other than A¡sons. A. Pelland and I. McConnell, Interview, 19 eprit 

-

1991; Linscott,Interview, 15 January 1991; Iatocki and Whitebill,Interview, 13 March 1991.
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weeks" to learn how to weld properþ (Pelland/McConnell, Interview, 19 April

1991). Mrs. Mcconnell commented that "once you got it down, it didn,t take

long. With practice we got better at it" @e11and/McConnsll,Interview, 19 April

1991).

After welding sheet metal for a year, both moved into aluminum welding

because the company þanted somebody with more control, and women have a

little finer hand than men. Aluminum is very hard to weld because it will blow

holes if heat is too concentrated. They found the women a lot better at aluminum

welding than steel welding. It was more delicate" (McConnell, Interview,lg April

1991; Latocki, Review 28 February 1994). Angry over wàges and job mobility,

Mrs. McConnell moved to MacDonald Bros. Aircraft iÐ,1943 and after a brief

stint at TCA, Annette Pelland followed her friend, stârting to work at MacDonald

Aircraft in the spring of 1944 (Peltand and McConn€lI, Interview, April l99l).

Prevailing definitions of the worth of men's work compared to women's

work a¡e discernible in the contracts negotiated between the Department of

Mtrnitions and Supply and MacDonald Bros. Aircraft. In the original contract of

1944, wage rates and hours of work are set out as pail of the contractual

obligations. MacDonald Ai¡craft were bound to pay the minimum specified, but

could pay more if set out by provincial legislation or otherwise agreed.

The Manitoba Minimum Wage Act R.SM. lg4f,., vol. II, chapter 138

authorized the creation of The Minimum Wage Labour Board which had the

power to establish regulations and orders to, among other things, set the wage
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rates for employees of different sexes. Regulations that may have been developed

at this time no longer exist, yet the Mani¡eb¿ Minimum Wage Board did note in

their 1943 Annual Report that þith regard to federal government minimum wage

schedules for war contracts, 25thr for females and 35/Itr for males, there has

been no difficulty in administering this particular piece of legislation, but again

both employers and employees consider the mini6¡6 entirely too low" (Mani¡s6¿

Legislative Library, Annual Report (1943) Department of Labour, Manitoba:21).

However, regulations were passed in 1945.

The 1945 Orders and Regulations, Division I, Section 3(1) under The

Minimum Wage Act set the wages for experienced women employees involved in

manufacturing not requiring skill s¡ training at 3O/hour, or $14.40/week.

Inexperienced female employees involved in manufacturing which required skilts

e¡ t¡aining were to be paid on a sliding scale, with increments over time until they

reached the maximum set wage. The scale began at 20/fu ($9.60/week) for the

first 2 months, 241hr($1152/week) for the next 2 months, 271hl($1296lweek)

for the 2 months thereafter, finally reaching the 30/h¡ ($14.40lweek) wage after 6

months.

The wage rates for men were consistently higher in all categories. Division

V,4(1) of the regulations specified that inexperienced male employees, eighteen

years of age or over requiring skill or f¡aining, were to also be paid on a sliding

scale. However, the wages to be paid to male trainees in the third month were

higher than those experienced women were to receive, and the consideration of a
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training period was shorter, only lasting three months. Males in this category

were to be paid a starting wage of 25lhour for the first month , 2illfufor the

second month, 32/ttr for the third month and 35lhr thereafter. . Males over the

age of eighteen not requiring skitl or training were to receive ¿ minimun wage of

35lhr.

It is interesting to note that there were no age specifications attached to

the minimum wages set for women. In the third month of emploSment, while still

in the ¡aining period, inexperienced male employees received a highs¡ wage for

their work than women who may have been eFployed much longer. In addition,

a wage scale was specified for inexperienced males under the age of eighteen.

Males in this category were to receive 20lhr for the first 2 montls, 241hr for the

next2 months, 27lhr for the following 2 months, and 30/hr thereafter. Even

inexperienced males under the age of eighteen were entitled to receive the same

amount of pay as experienced women who had been employed much longer and

inexperienced female employees, regardless of age (Manitoba Legislative Library,

orders and Regulations under The Minimum wage Act c.A lgz4 c.l2g s.l).

The wages for inexperienced females are surprishg, 
"r 

the Minimum Wage

Act specified that no Manitoba employer could pay people eighteen years of age

or over less than 251fu unless the Board so ordered or the regulations permitted.

It is unknown why, in 1945, the mininum \ilage was set below that contemplated

by the legislation. The gap in wages between female and male workers in

Manitoba did not exist by accident, it was legislated and endorsed by the
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provincial government.

While the wages specifîed in the contracts between MacDonald Aircraft

Ltd. and the DMS were more generous fe¡ çsftein occupations, differences

according to the sex of the employee were also a striking feafure of these

contracts. The schedule of wages in the 1940 contract conteins a breakdown of

jobs into different classes: Journeymen, classes A, B, c, and D p¡oduction

\Yorkers, Labourers and Apprentices. Class A Production Workers were defrned

as 'bomprising workpeople engaged, under supervision in repetitive machine,

assembly or bench work, requiring less traíni,lr€, gxperience and skill than that

necessary to qualify as a Journe)¡man; also rivetters [sic], upholsterers. sand

blasters. fabric workers (male). and heat treat operators on automatic furnaces

(original emphasis).n The wage was .60/hou¡.

Class B was comprised of borþeople ... engaged in repetitive machine,

assembly or bench work requiring less ¡'nining, experience and ski1l than that

necessary for class nA" Production workers; also helpers assigned to assist

journe¡'men; dopers: and female fabric workers (original emphasis).n The wage

rate was S0/hour (NAC RG28 vol. 351 fite 4-2-13e.

It is known that all dopers and fabric workers were women, and that in the

rib room only males were engaged i¡ "s1e¿ming aûd fs¡ming" the wood into the

proper shape for assembly (Latocki and Whitehill,Interview, 13 March 1991).

The latter occupation lends itself well to the job description 'heat treat operators

on automatic furnaces." Jo Linscott recalled that male workers alwap'earned
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more money than female workers, and that "t!.ere were very few men on the same

job as the women" (Interview, 15 January 1991).

Class C was defined as workers inexperienced in aircraft manufacfure who

were training for class A or B production work. The first month was

probationary, after which the training period was not to exceed th¡ee months.

After completion of their 6aining and probationary period, these workers rvere to

be moved into "one of the higher classifîcations." The wage was .40lhour (NAC

RG28 vol.351 frIe 4-2-t3Q.

Jo Linscott remembers her starting wage as 30/hour Qnterview, 15 January

1991). But according to the terms of the DMS contract with MacDonald Aircraft,

þs¡ slarring rate of pay should have been .4O/hour as a trninee. other

respondents could not remember thei¡ exact starting \rage, but were quick to note

the wages they received at MacDonald Aircraft were higher than those they had

previously received at other occupations (Linscott,Interview, 15 January l99l;

whitehill, Inteniiew, 13 March l99l; pelland/Mcconnell, Interview, 19 April

1991).

Other discrepancies exist between what wages should have been and what

were actually paid. Some records of actual wage rates have survived in the form

of Personnel Records at Bristgl Aerospace (who purchased MacDonald Ai¡craft

in the 1950s). From these records, several women are marked as st¿¡ting work at

various times during 1941 as Fabric Departm.ent, Clnss D'workers. One womân

was recorded as being in Sewing, Class D'l The begianing wage rate of these
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women was 35/hour.

Both the classification and the wage rate are of significance. Both conflict

with the schedule of wages attached to the August 1940 contract signed between

DMS and MacDonald Aircraft. Class D Production Workers were to be 'bo)¡s

under L8 years of age engaged in training for Class "A", Class Tl", or Class "C"

Production Workers" (NAC RG28 vol.351 fite 4-2-L3Q. The rraining period was

to last a minimum of 3 months to a maximum of 9 months. Accordingly, the wage

rate was increased on a sliding scale whereby Class D workers would receive

25lhour for the fîrst 3 months, 30/hour for the_second 3 months and .35/hour

for the ¡esaining 3 months ef 6aining. Additionatly, if Class D Production

'Workers were to reach the age of 18 while still in this category, they were to be

moved up into one of the higher classifîcations (NAC RG28 vol. 351 frle 4-2-136).

Needless to say, the Class D female Production Workers whose records

remain were not bop under the age of 18. Aside from their sex, tlese women

renged from 20 to 33 years of age (Bristol Aerospace personel Records).

Curiously, the initial wage rate these women received was 35/hour, which is the

maximum rate to be paid to Class D hoduction Worker treinees. In fact, all the

¡sseining records of female employees who were hired during the period l94l to

1943 were hired at the rate of 35/hour. This is below the contract rates

stipulated for class c Production workers, which was set at .Aothr.

Furthermore, subsequent wage increments do not seem to follow any

consistent pattern, except the female employees hired in 1941 received a \ilage
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increase to S0/hour on October l, t942 (consistent with Class B rates) and a

subsequent increment to .60/hour on August 12,lg43 (consistent with class A

rates). Some of these employees received wage increments as early as 3 monrhs

after initial hire, some did not receive an increase in wages for as long as 13

months after their date of hire @ersonnel Records, Bristol Aerospace).

While some of the female MacDonald Aircraft respondents recall their

final wage as .65/hour, Personnel records revealed that some women received

wages as high as .7Olhour in February 1944 (Bristol Aerospace Personel Records).

Yet by autumn 1944, the earlier female hiree-s-were laid off or had their earnings

reduced. One woman who had been sarning .7Olhour as of February 16,lgW

saw her wage fall in February L945 to 59/hour (Bristol Aerospace Personel

Records).

Jo Linscott recalled receiving a substantial amount of backpay after she

had been at MacDonald Aircraft for about six months. She commerted that she

believed the backpay could be c¡edited to the union, which had won nigher wages

for the employees (Interview, 15 January 1991). Although there was a dispute

over wages and job classifications in early 1941 between MacDonald Aircraft and

the International Association of Machinists (IAlvf), which was the bargeining unit

representing some employees, Jo Linscott's claim cânnot be readily substantiated.

A subsequent agreement negotiated between the IAM and MacDonald Aircraft

did set out higher wages, but the classiJications of work remained consistent with

those set out in the 1940 contract between MacDonald Aircraft and DMS. It is
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unknown whether the agreement was accepted by DMS and the National War

Labour Board CNAC RG27 vol. 638 frJe ZI3).

Althougb the union wanted higher remuneration for its rnembers, it did not

advocate equality of rates; the agreement set out wages of .70lhour for Class A

production workers and .65/hour for Class B production workers, tåe latter of

whom appear to have been primarily women. While not conclusive, the evidence

suggests 1þ¿t 'his agreement was accepted and the wage rates adjusted

accordingly. furthermore, several of the female respondents recalled thei¡ final

wage to be .65/hour (Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99l1' Whitehill,Interview,

13 March 199f ; McConnell and Pelland, Interview, 19 April I99l). In contrast, a

male respondent recalled earning .85/hour until the company ¡salizsd, that with

all the overtime hours he worked he "made more money than my boss, and I was

put on salar5f which was set at $3@/month (Latocki, Intenriew, 13 March t99L;

Review, 28 February L994; NAc RG28 B2 vol. 737 fihe 204-M:10). He was quire

surprised to hear the female respondents recount a wage rate of .65/hour and

thought it surprising

While many respondents remember receiving .65/hour, a second contract

signed between DMS and MacDonald Ai¡craft in 1943 once agein set out

differences in rates to be paid to female and male employees, and contain ed lower

wages than those specified in the contract of August 31,194a. These new

mini6¡6 wage rates had been passed by order-in{ouncil, 30 May L941. Gone

were the classes of workers and any reference to journeymen. However, wage
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rates based on sex clearly rem:ined in the new contract.

The minimum wage for male employees over the age of eighteen and

employees who had t¡aining ce¡tificates from a recognized preemplo¡ment school

under the war Emergency Training program was set at 35/hour. Female

employees over the age of eighteen were entitled to 25lhour. Male beginners

without experience were to receive wages on a sliding scale from 2Olhour in the

first month to 3O/hour in the third month and 35/hour thereafter. The

minimsp wage for female beginners without experience was set at 20/hour for

the first month, increasing to 25lhour at the end of the 30 day period. only

female or male employees under the age of eighteen received the same wage:

2Olhour (NAC RG28 vol 351 frle 4-2-13Q.

The various schedules of wage rates evident in the DMS contracts, tlre

provincial minimun wage regulations and the IAM-MacDonald wage dispute

embodied a widely held societal perspective about the value of female work.

Most importantly, those commonly held beliefs were institutionalìzed through

public policy developed and implemented by two levels of government in Canada.

While the wage rates specified in the contract between MacDonald Aircraft and

the DMS allowed for a higher minimum wage rate, provincial and federal

governments publicly set different wage rates based upon the sex of workers. The

government of Canada endorsed wage discrimination by setting different wage

rates between female and male workers in a legally enforceable contract. The

Manitoba government developed a legislative basis for treating workers according
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to sex. Governments set the example for acceptence of a Canadian ideological

framework that placed a lesser value upon the work of women, ¿ad fg¡malizsd

such an ideolog¡r through a legislative forum. Such differenc€s in wages are a

feature of occupational segregation. By legislating and contracting wages by sex,

the state took an active role in maintaining a strucfrue of occupational segregation

in the Canadian worþlace.

It should be noted that the tefms of the two contracts signed between DMS

and MacDonald Ai¡craft dated August 3l,lg40 and october 15, 1943 each

contained a clause which provided that the Ggyqrnment of Canada would pay to

MacDonald Aircraft'þrogress pa5rments" to cover "t.he cost of direct

labour...expended in the work.n In the contract of August 3l,lg4f,, there are no

applicable terms and conditions, whereas the contract of October 15, 1943 limits

LNVo direct labour cost progress palments up to the time of the fi¡st audit under

the new conftact. Thereafter, the perceûtage of the cost of d.irect labour would

be set by the Chief Cost Account¿nt of DMS after consult¿tion with MacDonald

Ai¡craft (NAC RG28 vol 351 frte 4-Z-t36).

This meant that MacDonald Aircraft received direct funding from the

Government of Canada for its payroll. Consequently, if MacDonald Aircraft had

wanted to pay higher wages, the rates had to be approved by the war Labour

Board. Paul Latocki ¡emembers that if employees asked for a higher wage ttre

response was alwap the same, "sorry we can't, we're controlled by ottawa"

(Interview, 13 March 1991). Yet Mrs. McConnell and Annette Pellatrd indicated
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that if you were persistent and "if you were bold enough to go and frght with them

they would pay you more" Qnterview, 19 April 1991i. Other respondents insisted

this was not the case (Latocki, Review,28 February lgg4). In essence, the

respondents worked for the Government of Canada, under discriminatory wage

rates dete¡mined by the Government of Canada.

The difference in wage scales for women and men at MacDonald Aircraft

contr¿lsts to the experiences of the San Diego aircraft workers sfudied by Noll-

Clark (1977). At Consolidated Aircraft of San Diego it was corporare policy that

wages paid would be stand ardized according tg the job performed, there was no

distinction in the wage scales for female and male employees (Noll{lark

1977l.IDt).

In the MacDonald Aircraft experience, the rationale behind the differing

wage rates appears suspiciously as concurence with the institutionalizsd belief of

the lower worth of women's skills and productivity. The probability of men having

more experience is almost totally ruled out with respect to many jobs at

MacDonald Ai¡craft as there were very few employees who had øty previous

aircraft production experience, be they new employees or those who had worked

for the company before the war.

Until a shortage in available male labour began to be felt in \{innipeg,

women were not hired at MacDonald Aircraft at all. only a handful of

employees had worked upon aircraft prior to the war, and their experience had

been limited to manufacture of floats and some ai¡craft püß, certainly not the
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tlpe of work they were later called upon to perform. Any men with skills were

assþed to jobs where they were most needed and capable of either performing

the job or receiving additional training to enhance skills and./or 1¡aining they

already possessed (Latocki, Interview, 13 March 1991).

As previously mentioned, the first women hired worked in an all female

department, performing fabric work and doping, and ¡þsir immediate superior was

female. No men worked in these two areas, except further along the corporate

hierarchy as supervisors. Furthermore, doping and fabric jobs were considered

women's work (Linscott,Interview, 15 Janurary- l99L; Latocki,Interview 13 March

1991), a visible indication of broad occupational segregation based on sex andl or

gender, and an ideolory that not only viewed female and male dimensions as

different, but also as non-equivalents.

\Yomen comprised a large number of the employees in the rib room, but

did not perform the same tasks as men, at least not until men had either moved

into more skilled occupations or left the plant. Gradually, with the continuation

of the war, women moved into some of the occupations men had left, and if in

turn any women left those occupations, they were replaced by other female

workers. \il'omen were rarely promoted into supervisory positions unless they

would be directly supervising the work of other women (Latocki,Interview, 13

Ma¡ch l99l; Linscott,Interview, 15 January 1991).

In some instâtrcÊs, the 6pes of jobs respondents performed were driven by

production deadlines. This meant that within departments some female
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respondents were able to perform a certain rânge of tasks in a pinch.

Consequently, there appears to have been some ftexibility in job tasks, but only

withiû the definitions of women's and men's work (Linscott,Interview, 15 January

l99l; Fogg, Interview, 17 April 1991).

Rationelizations of the distinctiveness of men's work and women's work

usually purport that a characteristic of women's work is its "lightness,, in

comparison to men's work (Milkman L987:15; Linscott,Interview, 15 January

l99l; Latocki,Interview, 13 March 1991). There is however,little con¡ection

between women's work and light work, nor is _thi¡ distinction ever made in

relation to unpaid labour performed by women in the horhe. A significant

number of jobs considered women's work, e.g. laundry ¿ad çanning, were certainly

not light.

The MacDonald Aircraft respondents all cited the supposed heavy s¡ light

nature of jobs as a distinguishing feature of the types of occupations women and

men held. While undoubtedly some of the work at the aircraft plant was of a

heavy nature, it appears that due to craft breakdown many jobs were not heavy in

the sense that they required excessive phpical strength. When asked, none'of the

respondents could provide a definition of light or heary jobs. rnstead, they

resorted to providing examples of light or heavy work and some features of such

work. The 'bull gang" was cited as an example of heavy work performed by men.

The bull gang w¿ts responsible for trnle¿di¡g raw materials from freight cars and

moving aircraft around the shop (Latocki, Interview, 13 March l99L; Linscott,
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Interview, 15 January 1991). Men also performed the initial cutting work for the

ribs in the carpentry shop and men moved and mounted the sngines on the

finished aircraft (Latocki, Interview, 15 January 1991). Annette pelland

confi¡med that welding \ras considered light work because they had a foreman

who would change the acerylene and orygen tants for them "as women were not

allowed to do heavy lifting, there was alwaln male hetp available 1s de this,,

(Pelland, Review, 16 Ma¡ch 1994). Bull gang aside, a common characteristic of

these tasks is that they required some level of strength to perform adequately and

are jobs in which employees would become pþ¡ni_caIly dirty. Yet while light jobs

appe¿u to require more attention and concentration, they also required some

51¿min¿, and were not necessarily clean jobs. Some "light jobs" included fabric

work, doping, sanding, assembling ribs and attaching various parts to tÏe engines.

Doping and sanding were not trecessarily easy jobs and attachment of the

'rvindscreen and some wiring required squeezing into small spaces in

uncomfortable positions (Fogg, Review,5 May 1994; Linscott,Interview, 15

January L99L; Latocki, Review,28 February lgg4). Grace Fogg commented that

although the jobs she performed were considered right, that many jobs were

carried out in awkward positions, such as on dollies or scaffolding and left a

workers physically stiff and exhausted (Fogg, Review,5 May Lgg4). As well, some

jobs performed by women were also messy, such as doping and rib work (Linscott,

Interview, 15 January 1991; Latocki, Review, 2g February lgg4).

The distinctions are, at best, artificial. Yet the respondents believed work
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was orgâni7ed along those lines. This belief contributed to the popular societal

justification for paytng women less than men. Women's work was worth less th¡n

that of men because they simply could not perform certain jobs. Yet even if jobs

were broken down into basic subparts women still received less remuneration than

a man for performing those same tasks. The reality that many men at

MacDonald Aircraft had not worked in the aircraft industry prior to the war and

were as new to aircraft production as the women employees was overlooked. Yet

as the DMS/MacDonald Aircraft contracts indicate, men could count on earning

a higher wage, especially if they happened to peçf-or.m the same work as rvomen.

Given the lower \ryages paid to women, one is led to contemplate this as an

added incentive for employers to hire women. But in the case of MacDonald

Aircraft, as with other war industries, women were not hired until there was no

longer an available pool of male labour (Linscott,Interview, 15 January l99l;

Latocki,Interview, 13 March l99l; Pelland/McConnell,Interview 19 April l99l).

If women as employees were attractive because of the lower wages they received,

while their productivity rates equalled those of men, it would be reasonable to

expect that women would have been hired immediately and permanently. It

would logically follow that female labour would contjnue to be substituted for

male labour as a profrt maximizing strategy. This did not happen at MacDonald

Aircraft nor did Milkman (L987),Nash (1989), Skold (1980) or Pierson (1980

document any such activity. The "sex l¿þelling" of jobs war¡ accepted as natural

(Milkman 1987:15), and once jobs became known as \romen's work it was difficult
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to change tf1s l¿þslling from women's to men's work and attract men to such

occupations.

Another tenet of the explanation of the maintenance of occupational

segregation argues that as unions were concerned with preserving male wages,

they did not readily promote the idea of women as workers of equal value.

Rather unions sought to meintain occupational segregation in order that women

would not have the opportunity to prove they were equal to men in the

workplace, and would therefore not threaten male wage rates or secure a place

for themselves in the post-war workplace. The resolution to the dispute between

the IAM and MacDonald Aircraft provides some evidence in support of the view

that wage differences based upon sex and gender were acceptable. The major

complaint in tn¡s dispute centred around the belief that workers at Canada Car

aod Foundry in Fort William were receiving higher wages than were paid at

MacDonald Aircraft. The IAM was not concerned with equalizing wages between

men and women, but in securing a higher wage for its male union members as the

philosophy of different wa€es for women and men were maintained in the

proposed contract (NAC RG27 vol. 638 frle 213).

Literafure of the day also offered many cont¡adictions. Employers stressed

thatwomenwerebeingtrainedandhiredintojobsthatwereconsideredmen,s

jobs, but were also being hired into jobs for which their special atkibutes -
delicacy of touch, attention to detail, acceptance of monotony - were perfect.

Analogies with women's domestic work were sometimes used to convince rwomen
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that war work was not dissimila¡. to \ilork they performed in the home. On the

other hand, Rosie was exalted as the epitome of true womenhood - loyal,

patriotic, rising to the challenges of the trmes.

The reality of women in men's jobs was reconciled through continued

belief in the ideelized feminine images and attributes that went hand in hand with

being a woman. Continued glamour, stylishness in personal appear¿Lnce and dress,

and interest in men represent an attempi to ,..oocile conflicting reality and

ideological perceptions. An important pillar of the ideolory of sex and gender

roles as it related to women was the encouragement to consider themselves

\ryomen first, workers second. Figuring largely in this was the assumption that

once victory was achieved, the women would hand back the men's jobs they had

been filling.
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BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES

"Com¡ades rather than opportunities"
(.A.-B. Baxter, Maclean's 1942:39)

The respondents had varying things to say about the behaviour of men

toward themselves and other wometr in the prà"i. ro Linscott held the

perspective that generally men enjoyed having women working in the plant as they

kelcomed the change of having women in among themselves' (Interview, L5

January 1991). Kay Powelko and Mrs. Whitehill ¡eç¿[ed that women were alwalæ

treated "as ladies" (Interview, 13 March 1991). Most of the respondents

commented that they noticed little resentment from male co-workers, as the wa¡

was a temporary event and the pre-rwü status quo would resrurect itself once the

war was over. Grace Fogg noted that she and a female friend worked in

Overhaul with a crew of 5 or 6 men and 'þere very lucky as the men we worked

with were a good bunch and we had no trouble" (Fogg, Review,5 May 1994). ro

Linscott summed up the attitudes of male emproyees ¿s ¡sflssring the realiry that

'þe were all there for a war effort and the men knew it wasn't going to last, and

they figured the more people we have in it, the sooner this is going to be finished

and the women will go back to their regular lives" Qntenriew, 15 January l99l).

Mrs. McConnell also stated that generally most men were not antagonistic toward
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women employees because she was 'hot going to be in there taking their job

forever" (Interview, 19 April 1991).

While there may have been little resentment toward having women in

workplaces where they had never been before, there was a certain amount of

vigilance over irresponsible and unaccept¿ble interactions between the sexes, both

within and without the plant. Two respondents speculated that certain female

employees had been fired for in-plant liaisons. Other respondents recounted an

incident that occurred on Portage Avenue when a man had whistled at women

and ¡ryo policemen had warned hìm, "You tie.a string on that whistle mister, or

you'llbe in trouble." According to the respondents, men \ryere expected to exhibit

respectful behaviour toward women (Powelko and Whitehill, Interview, 13 March

l99t; Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99l Fogg,Interview, 17 April 1991).

Yet in some instârlCes behaviour and attitude diverged dranatically.

Several female respondents did recall having the feeling that a number of men

Just felt as if you were sort of there for their convenience" (McConnell, Interview

19 April 1991). Jo Linscott remembered the t¡'pical male shop floor behaviour as

trying to pick up easy dates (Interview 15 January 1991). Mrs. Whitehill echoed

these comments and added that men þere all trying to make time,,and would

take their breaks in an area along the route to the wom,en's wash¡oom in order to

flirt and watch women on their way to the washroom (Interview, 13 March 1991).

on a certain level, this t¡pe of behaviour appears to have been expected and

accepted. Issues of the Merry Macs Tatler, a monthly MacDonald Bros. employee
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publication, contained numerous references to the 'Wolf of the Month', (Merry

Macs Tatler 2:issues 9-12, nd) and gossip about who was seen with whom. Many

cartoons and jokes in the Tatler also reflect stereotJpes of the sexes and at times

prescribe the t¡.pe of behaviour that women were expected to exhibit. One issue

commented that 'Vomen without principle draw considerable interest" (Merry

Macs Tatler 2:10:8, nd).

A significant reflection of attitudes and stereoq¡ping of female employees is

found in the MacDonald Bros. Ai¡craft "shop Rules" handbook for new

employees (MacDonald Bros. Ai¡craft Ltd. 1943). The h4ndbook seafains "Shop

Rules for W'omen", a section specifically directed at female employees. As the

section was not a part of the original bound booklet, but was instead glued to the

back cover, it appears that while the codifîcation of rules for women was an

afterthought, its inclusion was a priority for the company. presumably women

needed specific rules to govern their behaviour in the work environment.

The rules for women ¿ue a ¡sysaling insight of the mânner in which the

company perceived its female employees. Many of the rules were not only sexist

but also dsssaning. V/omen needed to have many basic things specifically

spelled out to them: to be obedient, not to wear shoes with high heels in the

plant, not to talk too much, not to gossip or bicker or to loiter in the wash¡oom.
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Shop Rulea îor Women Emplpgees

l. Be at your bench and resdy to ctart when the wbl¡tlo
blows.

2. Do not run or lolter on Company promlee¡.

8. St¡tct obedlence ls nccesaary to your Forem¡n, Lead
Band, Cbarga II¡nd. and tJ¡e Supcryllgr ln tùe Plant.
Your I¡ad lland¡, Charge Hands and Foreman ar€ rt¡-
ponalbte for the quallty ãnd quantltv ol çork p-roduo{.
ihey heve ep€clfiè lnsin¡ctlonÀ to carry gut 

-and, 
y-o-u ln

turn muet tgke your lngü¡'uctlona lrom tås I¿ad Hand,
Chars€ Hand or Fore¡nan.

4. St¿ndard blue coverella and a plaln naw blue net
turban muet be worn at all tlmes ln tbc factory by all
wor¡en workere. Ilalr mu¡t bo kept h¡cked under tlre
spectûed head coverlng. Elsh he€ls and wedgle tyDe
eho€! ar€ d¿hgerou¡ and must not bs worn.
5. Flnger rings must not be worn by tàoeo eng¡gpd.l-n

mecbanlcal woik. lbe uas of nail poll¡h t¡ not cou¡ld'
e¡ed epod fo¡r¡, nor t¡ too llberal ueô ol coamstlca.

6. Atl workers must be prepared to rotst¿ on €YGrt
Bh¡ft.
?. Unneceggary conversatlon wlth other -crnployees dur-

lng wo¡king bour¡ l¡ not aDprreclatcd by tào Compsny or
the foreman.
8. 'iYhen abgent contsct your supervleor'¡ oftlce. Con-

tlnued abeence wlll ¡et¿rd your progiress. All aboontæ€â,
away for sny ¡eason whatsoevãr, mugt report to tùe
offlco ol the sup€rvlsor on t'helr return.
9. Peraonal dlesgreennente b€twe€n employees wblch ln'

terfère with tleir q¡ork wtll be eufflclont cgu¡e lor
dieeissal.
10. One of t}¡e dut,leg of the washroom maùron ls to
check loitering durlng worklng houre. Anv dl¡courtesy
to tb€ mÊtron w¡tt te conalderod aa a dlaclpllnary ofence.

11. Any person spreadtng fals€ n¡mors ls subject to
penalttea under tÌ¡e Offlctal Secrets Act.
12. Îbe Supervleor of Women lg appolnt€d to malntsln
ites¿ regulätions, but le alao on ihe joÞ b belp and
aeaist you in any way. It.eport to tl¡e Supervlaor -anygrlevances or peieonat- troubles that you do not wlch to
dlscusa ¡¡itå your foreman.

(shop Rules Handbook, MacDonald Brothers Airc¡aft Ltd., rg43)

The compauy even felt it had to prescribe persotral traits such as not wearing too

much nailpolish or ,too liberal usage of cosmetics" (MacDonald Bros. Aircraft

Ltd,,1943). women, it seemed, may not be abre to dircera benreen the
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workplace and social settings. In any case, when they came to the industrial

workplace, tJrey were expected to minimizs their overt fsmininity.

The experiences of Annette Pelland and Mrs. McConnell reflected the

more serious aspects of being young and working in an industry that customarily

employed only men. They recounted a wariness of male co-workers, and their

method ef dsaling with sexual harassment on the job was decisive enough to get

the message aøoss to men who overstepped the boundaries of acceptable

behaviour. "You got attention, I'11 tell you. Everytime we'd get up to go to have

a drink of water or something the guys would -stare at you and all of a sudden the

Cokes would start coming - three or four Cokes in front of you .... But you didn,t

dare go out rtrith any of them. There's a lot of gup. once they pass the word

then you were treated like a 
-. 

You never knew what they were going to do,

these men. Here you are working with them some';mes till ¡,vo or three o'clock

in the 6s¡ning. But you had your torch, and if a guy got fresh you just sssst"

(Pelland and McConnell,Interview, 19 Apri1 l99L).

They recalled one.such incident at Westeel involving a male sheet metal

worker who was working nearby: "The light went out and all I had was my torch.

The only light was our torches. This is in pitch darkness. A¡d all of a sudden he

grabbed me by the breasts" (McConnell,Interview, 19 April L99t). "So she turned

her torch on his hand and burned a hole right in his hand' @elland,Interview, 19

April 1991). They commented that many times they were sca¡ed to go alone to

the washroom and women usually went together as a group, \rhen you went to
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the can the whole assembly line ffemalel got up and went also. Being with all

these men all the time, you never knew what crazy ideas they were having in their

head...you never knew where they were (Pelland and McConnell, Interview, 19

April 1991). Mrs. Mcconnell commented that \re were alwap with all

men...there were very few women lin their work area un]like the women that were

working in just a 8roup of women. They [women in departments where there

were larger numbers of womenl didn't have problems like her and I" (Interview,

19 April 1991).

The differences of experiences between Annette pella¡d and Mrs.

McConnell and the experiences of other respondents is sriking. For many of the

others, the behaviour of male co-workers was predictable - youg, single female

co-workers were potential dates, or at least fun to flirt with and tease. And vice

versa. In fact, several of the respondents met their future husbands while working

at MacDonald Aircraft and the plant promoted an array of social events.

One possible explanation for the unacceptable behaviour of some males

may be that Annette Pelland and Mrs. McConnell were employed as welders

where they were a highly visible mine¡ify. As well, the story recounted by

Annette Pelland and Mrs. McConnell occurred during their emplolment at

Westeel where a well established male workforce had been the norm for some

time, whereas at MacDonald Aircraft there had been a rapid wartime expansion

that had included both female and male employees in various work areas. When

employed at MacDonald Aircraft neither encountered such behaviour @elland,
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Review 16 March 1994).

While on the surface there appeared little antagonism between female and

male workers at MacDonald Bros., some of the female respondents recalled

feeling they had to prove their worth to male co-workers. T remember when I

fîrst went to overhaul. I had a feeling they [male co-workers] figured here's

another of these stupid women that doesn't know anything" (Linscott,Interview,

L5 January f991). In particular, female respondents who worked in mixed sex

departments or those departments which were dominated by male employees

commented upon their desire to display to male.co-workers and management

their ability to do their jobs well. '\ilometr were trying to prove themselves ...

because they wanted to prove to the men that we weren't just a bunch of stupid

broads" (Linscott,Interview 15 January 1991). When Annette Pelland moved

from Westeel to TCA, she began as a riveter. She eventually got a job welding

when a male co-worker went on vacation and she was given the opportunity to fill

in until his refurn. But she had to prove her ability to perform. She was told by

the foreman nif you're any good we'll put you otr [welding]" Qnterview, 19 April

1991). She was given part of a gasmask to weld, "and I did millions of those

things [at V/esteel] and I thought this is a cinch ... he [the foreman] looked at it

and he looked at it; he took a magnifying glass to see if it was uûdercut"

(Interview, 19 April 1991).

volce

The forema¡'s behaviour reflected the widespread public attitude given

through material published by the media and government propaganda. .
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Although the media across Canada was making a fuss about the fai¡ ss¡ denning

bandannas and coveralls ¿¡d nnking off to factories with new found skilts and

attributes which would help to win the wü,ll implicit in articles was the belief

that women could not be responsible for the really important jobs, and while they

could fill some male jobs on an interim basis, they would step back into their

women's world once men returned to claim their place in society. ¡ss¡ming Ét

similar tone, the Canadian government was bombarding the population with

propaganda aimed to smooth conversion of peacetime industries into high

production war industries. A critical aspect of achieving war production goals was

the large scale absorption of women into the worþlace which meant fostering

public acceptance of women assuming unaccustomed roles. Publicity and/or

recruitment campaigns launched by the government focused on presenting visual

images of women at their war occupations along with stories of the achievements

of individual women (Pierson 1986:2Q, all the while promoting what were

strategically considered the proper images of women at war. There were

countless magezjns articles about women in wa¡ industries and the lli¿¡lea¿l p'ilm

Board of Canada (Ì.IFB) produced a number of "shorts" dsç¡asaring Canada's

war industries and female participation in those indusries. Magaztne articles

higfúighting \romanpo\ryer" were trumerous. Even product advertising emphasized

the new responsibilities of women while attempting to ensure the old modes of

llvarious articles: Yomen in Aviation" Canadian Aviation, February 1940;
'IVfacDonald Bros. Create Big Industry For Manitoba' Canadian Aviation,Decnmber 1942;
Yomen working for Victor¡/ Canadian Aviation, August 1942; Yomen Workers-A problem'
Canadian Aviation. Noræmber 13, 1943.
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behaviour wereû't quickly forgotten or cast by the wapide for the du¡ation.

Various media were employed to promote the proper images of women at

war. The examples discussed below ¿ue representative of the im.ages and

messages to which to the MacDonald Bros. respondents were exposed. Bland

(1983:77) found that advertising di¡ected toward women war workers made up

4.8Vo,l4Vo and l0.6Vo of Maclean's magazine commercial messages for the years

1942,1943 and 1944 respectively. Although a certain amount of recognition of

the enlarged activities of women was acknowledged, such recognition was limited

by the products advertised and the underlþg.message associated with that

product. Sales messages were strong remindsrs of the responsibilities of being

feminine. By and large, the target of many of advertisements were yonng, single

women.

A Palms¡vs soap advertisement blatantly promoted the idea that although

war work was dirty and demanding women could, and should, remember to spend

time on their grooming as thei¡ number one duty was to be attractive to men:

Okay sugar...your time's rationed, but you look sweet to me! When
Ted said that, my heart went haywire! V[as I surprised and thrilled.
I thought I looked a fright in my wrinkled work smock..my swell
permanent tucked under my turban...and smudgy all over my face!
Jeepers! When I took this job at the plant, I figured I'd given up my
complexion for my country. No time now for hours with beauty
preparations! Just quick soap-and-water cleansing two minutes
¡rice a day...with Palmolive soap. I'd never trusted only [in italics]
Palmolive care before, so goodbye to glamour, I thought...Yet here
was Ted, the handsomest man at the plant, asking for A DATE!
Now more than ever I trust Palmolive to keep me lovely - for him!
(tvtacteant Ma¡ch 15, Lg43 from Bland 1983:70

Old themes held way, even in the face of work realities of many women
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that were clearly outside the pre-war societal norm. Attempts were made to

make some sense out of new challenges to sex and gender roles. In some

instances lvomen's jobs were likened to more familiar femate activities. An

Aspirin advertisement w¿ls obvious about the connection between what women

were doing as war workers and their traditional activities, T.Io 'me out for

Headaches, so'War-¡ips $eamstresses, Sewing Tanks with Blow Torches take

Aspirin for elmost Instant Relief" (Bland t983:75). Based on her study of a

decade of advertising in Maclean's magazine, Bland (1983) concluded there was

never any question whether women would retUr4.to the hearth after hostilities

ceased. She claimed that by 1946 advertisements suggested there was no other

logical place for women. By 1950 ,80Vo of all advertising in Maclean's magazine

was directed toward homemakers (Bland 1983:84).

V/hile most product advertisements reflect the ideolory of sex and gender

roles for women as presented by the makers of consumer products, other

promotional materials were placed by government departments. Such publicity

campaigns also reflect matrJ of the same themes found in product advertising,

leading to the conclusion that the ideology of sex and gender roles was not only

internalizsd by individuals and actively promoted by makers of consumer

products, but i¡stitutionalizs¿ and operationelized by public institutions as well.

The advertisemetrt '?lease Don't Stare at my Pantsn, placed by the DMs

in the March 1,1942 issue of Maclean's is an excellent example of making

apologies for dressing in an saflsminine mânner, but also reveals other themes
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about women's war work that are consistent with the findings of other researchers.

The opening lines reflect the temporary trature of women's sacrifice of their

feminini¡y and the perspective that women are holding men's jobs, not just jobs:

'\ilould you like to know why I wear trousers like tl.e men when I go about the

streets? Because I'm doing a man's job for my country's sake." The text

con'inues, 'T work in a mrrnitions plant. Every piece of wa¡ material I help to

produce helps to keep ¡þs NTads and Japs away from our shores.n The underlying

message is of women performing emergency activities out of duty to nation as

those individuals who would normally be helping in the emergency at home were

needed elsewhere. The government went on to lecture that the prevalence of

young \ilomen in trousers on the streets was because

They demonstrate the revival of the heroic spirit of the pioneers
who laid the foundation of our country. The \romen folk in those
dap stood shoulder to shoulder with their men, either at the plow
or the palis¿de. Today, these young women âre again standing
behind their men in the hour of their country's peril. In the months
to come, the uniform of the blue trousers will be seen more and
more frequently in our country because girls and women are
contributing their skill and their delicacy of touch to the production
of instruments of war for our fighting metr.
(tvtacteant Ma¡ch t, L942 from Bland 1983:74)

Government produced propaganda maintained the myth that women were

better suited to certain types of work - nthe delicacy of touch" - implies that

women were above d, workers with the same old feminine üaits and ideals who

were hard pressed to set those fivolities aside to answer the call of patriotism. It

is also interesting to note that while pioneer rwomen "stood shoulder to shoulder"

with pioneer men, women in the 1940s were "standing behind their men.n The
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confiadictions in accepted beliefs about women's capabilities and what they were

now required to do for the sake of thei¡ nation was app¿ìrently not a subject which

anyone wanted to inspect too closely

The perspective that there were sex and gender limitations on women's

equal participation in the workplace was also evident in a number of films

produced by the National Film Board of Canada during \Yortd War II. The

preface to a collection of several of these NFB films underscores the

contradictions in mass mobilization of women for the war effort çlaiming the films

"reflect the confusion of a patriarchal society trying to come to terms with women

when seen independently from their traditional occupations as wives and mothe¡s"

(NFB:1986).

while fr1ms such as '\Momen At war" and "wings on Her shoulders"

(1945) rely on patriotic images of women rising to the challenges of wartime, they

qualify the unusual activities of women with such commentaries as 'bomen fight

for peace to bring back their men, thei¡ families and their jobs" (NFB: Women At

\ilar), which is followed by visual images of women as good housekeepers

performing traditional tasks. The emphasis is alwap upon women in secondary

roles, there are still male leaders to direct them.

The invitation for women to participate in the male work world had

limit¿tions. The main character in'?roudly She Marches" (194Ð reminds viewers

that women are temporarily holding mili¡¿ry jobs, and while those jobs are

essential to the war effort, they are not as significant as the work of men: 'Beth
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took over a job from a man full fimê, releasing him for a more important job"

(NFB: Proudly She Marches, 194).

The short, \Mings on Her shoulders" (1945) fo[ows the experiences of

female recruits, documenting their activities from recruitment to completion of

mili¡¿ry treining. A significant amount of time is spent showing \ilomen receiving

their uniforms, being sure to point out that "every suit is altered and realtered for

a perfect fit", and caring for their phpical appeararce. The filmmakers went to

great lengths êmphasizing that women in uniform received special 6eining as to

maintenance of their most outwa¡d sþs of femininity, their hair and their face.

"Activity, interest and variety''were the 'keyrords" for women in the frlm

'?roudly She Ma¡ches" (1945). The short contained numerous images of women

in recreational activities and traditional female pursuits that women were able to

perform in the armed forces, such as "that traditional activity dear to the hearts of

all women, cooking" (NFB, Proudly She Marches, 1945).

While the overall impression was one of women quite able to perform the

same work as men, all these frtms withheld a full endorsement of women being

the equals of men. f¡!¡engh the shorts documented the significance of women's

war work contributions, they quickly included images which relied on stereot¡red

female obsessions. Perhaps this w¿rs due to the need to attract large numbers of

women into the armed services and the perception that concern over fsminini¡1r

was a sensitive public issue.

A public opinion survey çesmissioned by the combined services
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Committee, Directorate of A¡ny Recruiting, revealed the majority of Canadians

were concerned about not only fsminini¡y, but executing tl.e war effort within a

sex and gender s)4stem which provided familiar roles for women and men. The

snrvey was carried out n 1943 primarily for the armed forces for the purpose of

developing a more effective recruitment stratery to attract women into military

service. But it also provides a snapshot of the larger public opinion as to what

were believed to be the most effective activities that women could be doing to

serve Canada at war.

The results ¿¡s starrling. Despite the shortages of labour and the volumes

of reassuring propaganda that wometr v¿e¡s srill wometr after all, onty 23Vo of ti.e

respondents believed that women could best serve Canada's war effort by "doing

war work in factories" (Pierson 1986:135). The response "meintaining home life"

ranked the highest at 26Vo. ?a¡t-time voluntary relief work" weighed in at l3Vo,

'bonserving food, rationing' at llVo,'buyrng war bonds, stamps' accounted fot BVo

and Joining the women's forces" received approval ¿5 important female war

activities from only 7Vo of those surveyed. While the percentage of respondents

who believed that war work in factories is only a few points behin6 1¡t

maintenance of home life, Pierson points out that the activities of pail-time

voluntary relief work, consendng food, ¡¿fiening and buying war bonds were

essentially parallel to maintaining home life. Among the general population,

there appeared to be a well entrençhed attitude that in order to help the war

effort, Canadian women should be staying at home and performing tasks that had
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traditionally been assþed to them through a sex and gender system which shoutd

be upheld, regardless of any war emergency. [a¡s¡estingly enough, when the

answers of young wometr were separated from those of parents and young men,

the ranking of "mainteining home life" and "doing war work in factories" was

reve¡sed (Pierson 1986:13Q. Apparently young women did not share the

perspectives of their parents, husbands, boyfriends and brothers as to the value of

their contributions to the war effort.

1'þs mistrust of women that appears in various written and visual print was

easily captured by magazine articles of the day. '\Mar gave \ilomen a break in

industry and the girls have made good, raising the question: Are they there to

staf" asked one writer. She continued with,

after two or three years of pants and pay envelopes, what will they
demand of societf Perhaps ... they'll be tired of it all and yearn in
the old womanly way for a home and a baby and a big brave man.
But what if they refuse to be stripped of the patrts and deprived of
the pay envelopes? What if they start looking around for some nice
little chap who can cook and who'll meet them lovinúy at the door
with thei¡ slippers in his hand? What if industry has to reorganizs
to give these women sabbatical years for having babies? ... These
are questions that make strong men break out in a latå.er.
(Thelma LeCocq, Maclean's t942:IO)

while somewhat humorous, the writer of this article capfured the

underlþg anxiety that appears to have been on ¡þe minds of many men. She

goes on to warn that women themselves had not thought about these possibilities

because they're too busy having the time of their lives right now.
This opportunity to wo¡k in war industries is the biggest thing that
ever happened them. It's taken them away f¡om kitchens and
sewing machines, from stocking counters and hai¡dressing parlors,
from switchboa¡ds and t¡rpewriters. It has enabled them to make
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more money than they ever made before. It has given them a ne\¡/
sense of importance...
(LeCocq, Maclean's 1942:10)

But old myths did not fade easily. Emproyers were warned that "many

women câme into the plant directly from their homes, never having been

employed in any job sufficiently long to acquire good work habits." One article

managed to trot out a long list of the most outrageous assumptions concerning

women's usefulness as employees. If put to work on the right job, however,

'þomen thrive on routine, continued repetition of which would drive men to

distraction." Women were not known for their keen intellectual abilities, but were

obedient and reliable. "Once they learn a job-+o long as they are not faced with

the need to use their own initiative or make a decision-they can be depended

upon to do their job exactly as told." But they lacked the phpical stamina of their

male co-workers as they had to be given a "rest period of not less tlan ten

min¡fss every two hours" and nmust have access to facilities that enable them to

lie down if they so desire." The article also noted women's psychological defects.

For example, they'\vere more prone to discou¡agement than men." some

assertions border on the difficult to believe. A man could brace a'rivet hammer

against his chest without injur5¡, while women were nsubject to development of

cancer in the pectoral region if they followled] such practice long" (Cana¿ian

Aviation. November 1943:78, 80).

Female MacDonald Aircraft respondents thought differently. The

respondents were adamant that their productivity was a significant factor during
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their emplo)ment. "The men alwap considered that they were the best, and we

let them sort of think they were" (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991). Overall,

the female respondents took great pride in the quality of their work and level of

productivity. Many believed their productivity was not only equal to that of male

co-workers, but in many instances exceeded the productivity levels of men in the

plant (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991; Pelland and McConn€11, Interview, 19

April 1991; Lawlor, Questionnat¡e,Z4 January 1990; Edwards, Questionnaire, 18

January 1990). Dorothy Edwards indicated that "we took our work more seriously

and our productivity was higher thîr male ernplgyees' (Questionnaire, 18 January

1990). Mrs. McConnell remarked that in her opinion there were no jobs that

\ilomen could not have performed as well as men (Intendew, L9 April 1991).

Bernice h¡lfor reflected that, T/e didn't feel it was exclusively men's jobs. It was

just a job" (Lawlor, Questionnaire, 24 Jaruary 1990). Jo Linscott commented, T

must say that most of the womeû surprised me because they worked long hours,

very uncomplaining, and some of the jobs, like in the dope room were not exactly

anþody's cup of tea" (Interview, 15 January L99l). Mrs. Whitehitl r¡r¿r direct in

summarizing her work at MacDonald Aircraft,''\ile worked hard. We didn't fool

around" (Interview, 13 March 1991).

For many of the female respondents, their war work at MacDonald

Aircraft was simply a job for the duration. They viewed their war work was an

lmportant part of the Canadian war effort. Not one expected that MacDonald

Ai¡craft would have the same amount of work once the war was over. As well,
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many were not certâin they wanted to continue in industrial emploSment after the

war.

It was a great time to make some money, and to do my bit ... but J think
that a woman really wouldn't care to do this kind of a job for ttre rest of
her life. For most women it was simply a rwar effort, a general war effort
on the part of everybody to get the war over with. It was the kind of job
that had to be done; when the men needed us most, we just figured we
would ro11 up our sleeves and get to work, and that's the way ever5ðody
felt (Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99l).

Kay Powelko and Mrs. TVhitshill ¡sfleçted that while one did not forget the results

of war, for them as civilians the homefront w¿ts su¡rounded by an air of

exhila¡ation as individuals had a strgng sense g-f purpose and common goals. Kay

Powelko commented, "the goal was there to accomplish...you were happy being a

part of it" (Powelko, Interview 13 March 1991). It was a ';me when there was

work to be done and a shared sense of purpose affected how employees perceived

their work responsibilities. Jo Linscott reflected that people took their work

seriously especially as they watched many young men leave the plant for the

armed services. She felt that 'eve4þody was working conscientiously ... I didn't

stand around watching my neighbour,I had more to do than that, I alwap had

lots of work to do" (Linscott, 15 January 1991). Mrs. Whitehill remarked, 'There

\ila¡¡ trever a time I thought 'oh,I don't want to go [to work]" (Whitehill,Interview,

13 March 1991). Paul Latocki pointed out that "there was alwala a lot of work to

be done. It was a wartime production line with targets to meet and goals to

achieve for the war effort, no one ever complained (Latocki, Review 28 February

1994)."
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'Many who two years ago were gving orders now are taking orders
from their husbands and loving it"
(Margaret Ecker Francis, Canadian Home Journal July 1947:15).

POST }VAR ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES

In the summer of 1945 the last war production aircraft left the plant and

layoffs followed as MacDonald Aircraft's primary business of maintetrance and

overhaul of trainer aircraft for the BCATP was no longer required. The company

however, con ;nued its operations with a reduced workforce ais ty this time they

had a role in the production of the Mosquito, a bomber ai¡craft which was still

being used in the Pacific theake (Latocki,Interview, 15 March l99t; Bristol

Aerospace 1980:np). Conseq¿satly, some employees, most from pre-war years,

remsined after Vday layoffs were completed. A few male employees who had

held important positions dqnng the war ¡sm¡insd (Bristol Aerospace, 1980:np).

Statistical information compiled by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics

indicated that the 'aircraft and land vehicles' industry in g/innipeg experienced a

decrease i¡ smployees from the period 1944 to 1945. Attempts ¡e defe¡mine the

specific dropoff in numbers of women employed in the Winnipeg aircraft industry

yields only approximations. On April l,lgß the total number of workers in

aircraft and land vehicles industry had been t4,839, of which z!5z (LSgVo) were

women. By october t, 1944, of a total 12,853 workers, lSsT (lz.|vo) had been
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female. The frgures reported for April 1,1945 indicate a firrther downward slide

with only 899 (79Vo) women ¡snaining out of a total number of 11374 emplo5rees

(PAM RG20 87 Box3 fiIe 724).

Layoffs affected women particularly quickry and disproportionateþ.

Women lost approximately l,4SZ jobs in the one year period, and accounted for

roughly 3OVo of the layoffs, when in April t9M they had only comprised 1.59Vo of

1þe \{innipeg workforce in the aircraft and land vehicles industrial sector.

Nonetheless, the report commented that "emplo5ment fell off moderately in the

last 6 monthsn CPAM RG20 B7 Box 3 file 724).

Following a nationwide trend, most of the female respondents left

MacDonald Aircraft during the layoffs. A few were eventually called back to

work but had found other, lower paymg jobs, and most had married and started

families. The ¡vo male i¡formants remained at MacDonald Aircraft until their

reti¡ement, ild one female respondent returned to work after the war.

For the respondents, both female and male, post-war layoffs \flere expected.

Their attitudes were tÏe same: the war had been a temporary event and women

had gone to work in the ai¡craft plant to win the war (K. powelko and D.

whitehill, Interview, 13 March l99l; Linscott,Interview, 15 January L99l;

McConnell, Interview 19 April LggL,Fogg, Review,5 May L9g4). Commented

one respondent,'l think that when the men czme back none of the women

wanted in that sort of thing, they just went into it to assist the war effort and to

get it over with" (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991). Both male and female
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respondents explainsd that they understood quite clearly that once the war had

been won there would be no further need for the production and maintenance of

Awo Ansons and their jobs would disappear (Linscott, Interview, 15 lanuary lÐl;
K. Powelko, P. Latocki and D. whitehill,Intendew 15 March l99l;Fogg,

Interview, 16 April L99l). Paul Latocki noted that rate in the summer of 1944

MacDonald Aircraft started work on the Mosquito program and most of the

lrvomen from the rib room were transfer¡ed to work on the Mosquito aircraft.

The rib room "girls" were transfer¡ed because Anson wing production was winding

down and this department was to be closed (Latocki, Review, 28 February 1994).

Paul Latocki further commented that even the buildings were temporary

structures, 6ssigned to be torn down, moved Or sOld once hos.;tities Ceased

(Interview, 15 March 1991).

Most of the respondents did find other post-war work. Mrs. Whitehill

worked at Manitoba Hydro from 1945 to L947 and commented that "the pay w¿rs

not that good" (Questionnaire January 1990). In the immediate post-war years,

Mrs. Mcconnell was employed as a jeweller, "but the pay w¿rs a lot less"

(Questionnaire, January 1990). She soldered jewellery, but she did not care for

this t¡pe of work and found a job at the Hudson's Bay Company as a waitress.

Bernice Lawlor worked in sales at the Hudson's Bay Compan! selling ladies wear.

She also commented that her wages were less than what she had received at

MacDonald Aircraft (Questionnatre,24January 1990). Sometime after being laid

off, Jo Linscott was offered recmploym.ent at the plant, but decided to fînish the
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business course she had started. She worked for tlree months as a cashier at

Felstead Jewellers (Linscott, Interview, 15 January 1991). After she was married,

Grace Fogg was contacted by the company to see if she was interested in working

in the fust aid office. She explained that she would have been working "on tl.e

graveyard shift, midnight to seven a.m., but as my husband worked the other two

shifts we would very seldom have any time together, so we declined" (Fogg,

Review, 5 May 1994). Dorothy Edwa¡ds was t.he only respondent to have

¡speined at MacDonald Ai¡craft after the war. She also worked for Bristol

Aerospace. She was employed from March 3,lg4L until her retirement on

November 29,1972. At the end of rilo¡ld War II she worked in Transitory Stores

issuing kits to aircraft production lines (Question¡aire January 1990).

For many female ,rrpoodrots marriage marked the end of working for

wages. Their comments reflected an eagerness to get on with their lives which

had been internrpted by the war. Grace Fogg explained that she had received her

engagement ring at the end of L943 and since 'þe were being married in July

1944 | wasn't too concerned about working. Also at that time jobs weren't so

plentiful and not many firms employed married women" CFogg, Review, 5 May

1994). Jo Li¡scott only worked for three pearhs after she was released from

MacDonald Aircraft because in December of 1945 she married and began a

family. She stated that she was getting married and that after five years had

"started ¡e rhink that I would like to get out of it [industrial emplo¡m.ent] because

of all the noise in general.n However, she attempted to secure another job as she
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þould have been crazy to wait until the war \ryas over and all the good jobs

taket" (Linscott, Interview, 24 January 1991). She recalled being a bit foolish

accepting the job, as she took a "tremendous drop in pa/ while she could have

been collecting unemplo¡m.sa1 insurance until her marriage in December lg41.

(Interview,24 lanuary 1991). By 1947, Mrs. Whitehilt also married and began a

family (Whiterr¡ll, 15 March 1991). Kay Powelko stated quite simply that she got

married and did not work for wages after that time (Powelko, Interview, 15 March

1991). Grace Fogg married in July 1944 andbegan her family (Fogg, Review,5

lv/.ay 1994). Bernice Pulfor also married in L947 and Mrs. McConnell in *? None

of these women worked for wages after thei¡ marriage.

The company's layoff policies also reflected this societal norm. Grace Fogg

indicated that the company knew she and another co-worker were getting married,

"and they rvere layl¡g off some of the girls so they said we [she and another

\ilomen with similar plansl were getting married so we would be the first to go"

(Interview, 16 April 1991). This was also confirmed by Jo Linscott who

commented that she reported the impending layoffs of her two friends to the IAM

in an effort to see if anything could be done to protect their jobs. Although the

two women in question were not union members, the IAM demanded that layoffs

occur according to seniority. The union intervention w¿u¡ successful and the ¡wo

women remeined until larger layoffs occurred (Linscott, Interview, 24larrnary

1991; Fogg,Interview, 16 April 1991). Jo Linscott remarked that perhaps the

company thougbt 'þe wouldn't put up a fight, that we wouldn't have enough
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initiative to go after this" (Interview,24 Janvary 1991).

In Jo Linscott's mind, this minor victory by the union reflected the only

real protection the IAM had to offer any of iæ members during the immediate

post-war and reconversion period (Interview ,24 lanuary 1991). Many of the

employees were laid off the day victory was ânnounced (Latocki, Review 28

February 1994; Linscott,Interview, 15 January 1991). Paul Latocki commented

that after the layoffs only "about 25 people (men) were left to clean up and

dispose of all tha¿ ¡snained in conjunction with war assets' (Review 28 February

1994). By September 1945 the massive layoff of wa¡time employees was complete

(Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99L; Personnel Records, Bristol Aerospace).

Laid off workers were called back to MacDonald Ai¡craft by seniority, but

only one female respondent returned to work at the plant in the post-war period.

But Paul Latocki asserted, "there were tro laid off workers recalled, men or

women. We had instructions that after the war's end there was to be rehiring

preference given ts ¡stuning veterans (Latocki, Review,28 February 1994).

However, along with Dorothy Edwards, a few women identified in Personnel

records of Bristol Aerospace were briefly rehi¡ed in 1945 (Personnel Records,

Bristol Aerospace)

For all of the respondents,living ia g/innipeg and working in a war

industry had a certain air of excitement about it. They were all youg, single,

women who felt they were working toward an important goat. Although their war

work was¡ a temporary phenomena, the confidence they gained was a lasting by-
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product of their work experiences. Mrs. whitetill €xplainsd, "up until that rine,

women didn't know that we could do all these things. This is why after t.he war,

the women didn't want to stay home after working because they reelized that they

could do other things beside housework. or being mothers. And that was more

exciting than being in the housen (Interview, 15 March 1991).

fþis sssming contradictioo between þsseming housewives and wanting to

do more than homemaking may very well be a product of interviewing people fifty

years after the fact, but I suspect is merely a reflection of the confusion also

evident in popular media images and governmelt propaganda during V/orld War

II. The respondents gave mixed explanations about the society they were part of

at the end of the war. All interviewees indicated there \ryas a public atmosphere

of working toward victory, and women r,ilere an important factor in the

achievement of that goal. A male respondent volunteered, khen the war broke

out, those people women who went to the war industry previously had no

intentions of going to work. So when the war was over, they fîgured 'well that's it,

now I'm going to stay home' " (Latocki,Interview, 15 March l99r). Kay powelko

was quick to add "married women went into MacDonalds and a lot of them

weren't working prior to that. They went because they were needed." After the

war, "once we got married ... you stayed home and you were a housewife, you

didn't go out and work" (Interview, 15 March tggl). Added paul Latocki,'rn

those days it was the custom that a married women was not to go and seek

emplo¡,ment, it was the man's job to bring home the bacon" (Review, 28 Febru ary ß9a).
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When asked if she believed women at MacDonald Aircraft were given a

fai¡ deal during the war, Jo Linscott commetrted, 'I think they could have done a

little bit better by us in terms of wages." She explained that women worked as

conscientiously as men and in many instances women had to pay close attention to

thei¡ work. She believed that men would not have applied themselves as

diligently to what had become, by the end of the war, rather moootonous

occupations. She noted that carelessness on some jobs meant ruining what you

were working on and being forced to start again, thereby wasting precious

materials. In her mind, the work that many women performed "required a gfeaf

deal of patience...and men don't really have a great deal of patience' (Linscott,

Interview, 15 January 1991). Io Linscott considered women's work contributions

as being of equal value to men's work, therefore women should have ¡eceived

wages in relation to the jobs they performed, not because they were women.

(Interview, 24 I anuary 1991).

An article dated October !4,1g44,in the Winnipeg Free Press reported

the male population in Manitoba aged 1845 years numbered 159,000. Of that

figure, 70365 men had enlisted in the armed forces CPAM RG20, 87, Box l. file

4AÐ. Consequently, with the prospect of demobilization of the armed forces and

the cancellation of war contracts, post-war planning became a worrisome issue,

not only i¡ ffinnipeg, but nation wide. In an effort to smooth reconversion to

peacetime economies and societies, planning bodies were established at the

federal, provincial aad local levels as various governments, agencies, and
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interested groups sought to prepare for the end of the war. rn Manitoba, the

Advisory Çemmi¡1se on Co-ordination of Post-Wâr Pl¡nning was forme d n lg1,4

with a mandate 1e sllmin¿te duplication and conflict in post war planning in order

that Manitoba would not only prese¡t ¿ singls comprehensive program to the

federal govemment (PAM GR1650, Box 1&3), but also to coordinate all postwar

reconstruction planning by the provincial govemment. The committee consisted

of representatives from agriculture, labour, industry, public utilitiss, mining,

railwa1n, auto and .¡ ftansport industries, along with high ranking bureaucrats

from various provincial Ministries. 
_

At a meeting on September.l9, LgW,the Committee established a number

of subcommittees to aid in carrying out its mandate. These subcommittees were

to study and report upon various subjects. Numbe¡ ! guþasmmittee was struck

to deal with T,iving Conditions, Health and Nutrition, Rural and Urban Housing,

Education and Rural Credit", and Subcommittee number 4 was instructed to

cover 'Industrial Reconversion and Employment" @AM GRl650, Boxes I e, Ð.

Although Subcommittee (4), Reconversion and Emplolment, was to deal

with emplo¡rment as part of its work, it was primarily concerned with ways in

which to attract industry fe \{innipeg and the development of provincial markets.

While the subcommittee specifically noted that operations at MacDonald

Brothers Ai¡craft would be seriously affected once war cotrtracts ended, it felt that

generally Manitoba would not have many reconversion difflrculties as there had

not been mary war industries in the province (RG20, 87 Box 1 file 400). Instead,
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the work of the reconversion and Emplolment subrommittee focused upon

potential economic development. Indeed, it held that with regard to industrial

employment the best approach was "the broad assumption rhat if Manitoba

industry is given all possible assistance in its economic expansion, the question of

industrial emplo5ment will look after itself' CPAM RG20, 87, Box I file 4@).

The large numbers of women who had been absorbed into industry during the war

were not mentioned, nor it appears, considered by Subcommittee (4).

Meanwhile, Subcommittee (2) heard from various other groups established

to consider post'war plenning strategies. The recommendations of the Advisory

Committee on Rehabilitation Training, subcommittee - women's services

provided some insight as to the official thinking about women in the post-war.

Although this subcommittee's mandate was to make recommendations concerning

training oppornrnities for women returning from mititary service, it felt its

recommendations applied equally to other women. In their report, the

Subcommittee quotes extensively from the Dominion Government Advisory

Commil¡se on Reconstruction, Subcommittee on 'Postwa¡ ptenning of Women"

which labelled and divided women into 4 groups: married women in the home,

single women earning their own living, married women working outside the home

and farm women. Presumably the categorization of women into the above groups

was to facilitate proper postwar plenning to meet the particular needs of women

in these groups. It continued to quote from the federal subcommittee in a

surprising mânner:
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To women in each group the right to choose what occupation she will
follow must be conceded as a right to which every ctfrzenis entitled. She
6u5l elso have the right to equality of remuneration, working conditions
and opportunity for development.

rü/e believe the right to choose is not going to operate to make every
rtroûlân, or even much larger groups of women want to leave their homes
for the labour market. It is the right to choose which is demanded.
Happier homes, and therefore, a happier democracy, will result from the
recognition that women choose or do not choose marriage as their
vocation. It must be remembered that for many single women marriage
will be an impossibility because of the casualties of the war.

Many women in all tl¡ee groups will find their situations changed in the
postwar years. A large proportion of the women now working, both
married and single, have been earning money for the first time, or the first
time since marriage. They have gained an entirely new realization of their
skills and capacities. Many will return gladly to home life. Others will feel
a sense of frustration if they have not the opportunity to exercise these
abilities. For some public activities will serve, others vyill wish to be
gainfully smployed (PAM RG20,87, Box 1 file 201).

Apparently subcommittee (2) agreed with these views. However, the

remainder of the report revealed the limitations of their acceptance of such a

philosophy. Ironically, the Subcommittee went on to identify specific fields where

women could be employed without challenging concepts of appropriate female

roles or the value of female waged work.

The Subtommittee identified'homemaking, hairdressing, salesma nship,

nursing attendants, business (clerical and stenographic), needle trade, furriers,

bakery and confectionery, drycleaning and laundry, restaurants and hospitals

(waitresses, kitchen and war services)" as areas in which women could readily be

employed in post-war Manitoba. There are several notable feafures about this

list. All of the above occupations were identified by MacDonald Aircraft
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respoûdents ¿rs areas in which women could find emplolment prior to World War

II and which were characterized by low wages and thei¡ impermanency.

occupations in these sectors of the economy were unskilled/low skiiled and

required minim¿l 6aining, if any. In addition, these were low status jobs out of

which many women immediately fted in pursuit of higher paylng industrial war

jobs once such opportunity was available.

As the report worked its way through each of these occupational sectors, it

often noted hat workers in many of these areas were reduced due to women

joining the armed forces or moving to industrial occupations. This can be

confumed by reported figures of employm.ent. As of January lgA, the numbers

of women employed in the \{innipeg manufacturing sector exceeded the numbers

of male employees (7 369:6i730), reflecting the depletion of meles due to

enlistmeot (PAM RG20 87, Box3 file 724).

$uþasmmittee (2) recommended that training at Technical Institutes be

offered. Such training would, it was hoped, increase the status of typical female

jobs and therefore attract women into these occupational areas. Not only would

this elevate menial jobs to a higher status, but would develop a group of female

workers trained to the same standards.

The promotion of homemaking as a skilled career reflected attempts to

elevate the stans of women's jobs. In an effort to convince women of the

importance of homemaking to a successful, stable Canada, the Subcommi¡1ss

again quoted from the Postwar Problems of \yomen Report:
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One of the greatest assets a commrrnity can have is a ha¡monious, well
managed home. The level of home life will be raised onty if women,
whether employers or employees, are better trained for their jobs as
household workers (RG20 87 Box 1 frle Z0l).

Domestic work had long been unpopular and difficult to entice women into as it

w¿ls commonly viewed as being of a lower status than most other occupations.

coruequently Sub-committee (2) songh¡ to characterize homeneking as skilled

trade for which one could receive a certificate and would elevate the status of

such occupations.

IVhile the report recommends the establishment of Technical Tnstitutes to

provide f¡aining in certain occupational areas, it did briefly touch upon university

fr'aining, but did not address specific courses of study except to recommend the

establishment of "faculties to give courses in phpical education, dentistry,

journalism, drama, radio and others (PAM RG20 87 Box 1 frle 201). In the end,

the Manitoba post-wâr planning exercise did little to either address the issue of

female industrial employment or to promote the idea that women could be

employed in other than t¡'pical female occupations.

While the final recommendations of the Manitoba post-war planning sub-

committees ultimately promoted pre-war employm.ent patterns through both the

categoiTzation of women and identifrcation of areas of work opetr to women,

contemporary magazines and newspapefs were also filled with articles and

editorials about \ilomen and employment in the post war period. Many of these

articles presented opposing opinions regarding what should happen to women wa¡

workers. '\Mhen Fluffy Clothes Replace the uniform" documented what
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happened to some of Canada's nexgirl soldiers." While a glowing account of the

adaptability of ex+ervicewomen to the civilian workplace and their desirability as

employees because of the discipline ¿¡d 6eining they received in the armed

services, the author noted a few voices of reality. One ex-servicewoman

commented that "employers are very enthusiastic about hiring women veterans

because they say the girls have gained a lot of selfconfidence and experience

during the war - but they don't want to pay them for those geins" (Francis,

canadian Home rournal July 1947:58). Another added, "ex{ervicewomen

returning to ciwy street fi¡d that now it is a gengral thing - to offer a gþl a

man's job but to expect her to work for less" (p58). An author writing for

Maclean's wryly noted 'But the war is over. The sudden gallant recognition of

women's equalness of worth seems to have been shortlived and fickle" (Charlotte

Whitton, Maclean's April 15 1947:38). Another criticized tl.e emotioanlism of the

debate, commenting that "the many magazine articles, in which ncareern atrd

'home" women pên sprightly arguments þro" and 'bon" gainful smplolament for

themselves, are entirely irrelevant in view of the sta¡k necessity every women

faces of getting her living, if not one way, then in another" (Hope stoddard,

Canadian Forum June 1946:58). But attempts to refocus the debate on issues

rather that ideolory had little effect.

Other writers were arguing for women to returtr to their real

responsibilities. An editorial found in an issue of the 'Merry Macs Tatler"

reflected the strength of such beliefs:
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women have come to the aid of the country by taking the place of
men in the armed forces, offices and factories. They have done a
splendid job. But they have a still bigger job to do. They must
come to the aid of thei¡ country by taking their place as women in a
post-war world. In peacetime women's place is in the home (Tvferry
Macs Tatler" 2:9:2, nd).

The editorial pivoted upon the assumption that all women were or would

be wives and mothers, with men to look aìfter them, exhibiting what one

contemporary author labelled the 'þomea's nanifest destiny to cook and b¡eed'

(Mezerik 1945 :79) anirude.

The old social ideolory which viewed wifehood and motherhood as a

woman's priority shone through articles and commentaries of the day: '\Momen,

asserting the feminine virtues, through the medium of the home and children, cân

assert more influence on the national life than menn ('Merry Macs Tatler" 2:9:2,

nd). Women \¡/ere counselled to be nnsslflsfl aad tolerant during the transition

from war to peace, and to "stop trying to be men in a man's world, and work at

being women in a woman's world" ('Merry Macs Tatler" 229:2, td).
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Was the public and institutional attention focused upon new found femnle

capabilities during world war two just a public relations ç¿mpaign? For the most

part it appears so. The perspective that Canadian society was divided into distinct

male and female worlds persisted. Not only did such a division prescribe

behaviour for members of each sex that was both acceptable and desirable, but

also provided a basis for the organization of the worþlace.

The information gathered from the respondents points to features of

occupational segregation found elsewhere in North America. 'Women and men

were generally found in jobs that coincided with accepted notions of ability or

skill based upon gender attributes (and to a lesser degree sex). The aberration of

wa¡ altered easily visible segregation in that wometr eventually worked in some

departments alongside male co-workers, but the female respondents still worked

in jobs which were performed largely by women. Occupations that some of the

respondents held came to be considered women's jobs or were'already considered

women's work. In particular, the evidence provided by Jo Linscott and paul

Latocki indicated that occupations such as fabric work, doping, sanding, rib

assembly and cable splicing were considered women's jobs. V/ork such as flight

testing, carpentry, and mounting engines on aircraft were considered men's jobs

(Linscott, Interview, 15 January l99l; p. Latocki, Review 2g February tgg4).

CONCLUSION



Women's jobs such as these were characterued, by the respondents as light work.

Examples çe¡ltainsd several features: light jobs did not involve sustained heavy

phpical labour, were routine and repetitive and required little skill. Their

comments indicated that light jobs were suitable women's jobs.

Although supervisors and managers were predsminanfly men with greater

exposure to a multitude of tasks, some women moved into supervisory positions.

Segregation wi hin occupations was not readily visible except by noting that few

women reached supervisory positions, and the perceptions of respondents that

men were alwap in charge. Surprisingly some of the few women who reached

supervisory positions were responsible for both female and male employees. This

is contrary to most studies, as usually females supervised only females (Scold

1980; Pierson 1986; Milkman lg87).

A simila¡ity with the pattern of worþlace experiences elsewhere was the

remuûeration of female employees at MacDonald Aircraft. Women had to expect

to earn lower wages than men. The provincial statutes and federal contracts

made that quite clear - an employee could expect remuneration to be determined

by sex, not by the job or at a minimì¡p rate applicable to all workers. Evidence

from archival sources and the respondents themselves suggests that wages for

female respondents \,vere consistently less than men on the same or similar jobs.

Even male union members accepted such discrimination as they reproduced it in

their negotiations with the company.

While the respondents felt their work performances were equal to and
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sometimes outshotre their male counterparts, many expressed the opinion rhat

their work was undervalued. Jo Linscott, Annette Pelland and M¡s. McConnell

cited their lower wages as evidencs ef this. While women were praised for their

surprisingly good work performânces, they were constantly reminded they were

temporary substitutes for men.

V/hile some themes of occupational segregation appeared at MacDonald

Aircraft the evidence only hints at the existence of occupational segregation.

Rather, one fi-nds an orgenization of the workplace based upon an accepted

ideolory of appropriate roles for the sexes. The.organization of the MacDonald

Aircraft workplace appeared to exemplify society's understood sex and gender

roles even though faced with the necessity of hiring women to fiII non-traditional

occupational roles due to the war emergency. In meeting the realities of war, the

value slatem of the respondents and tfie reflection of those values by various

institutions did not change. What is somewhat surprising is that the respondents

themselves still held the óame understanding and acceptance of their roles in

society and those beliefs were driven by a larger ideology that prescribed certain

behaviours and activities by sex and gender. In the respondents'world, it was

natural that they would leave their war jobs, and for many, leave the workforce

permanently. This was nothing more or less than acceptatrce of the societal

norms of the tims, a product of enculturative practices which prescribed gender

roles for both females and males u'ithitr their society. In return, they inhabited a

certain place and social st¿tus knowing that they lived within what thei¡ society
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considered a desirable and natural life pattern. That is, their sex and gender

specific socialization in all probability led them to pursue activities which were

generally viewed, by others and themselves, as appropriate for them.

V/hy did the respondents accept such continuity of ideologically determined

female and male roles? Sex and gender ideologies are a product of enculturative

practices. Enculturation exerts considerable influence upon the creation and

maintenance of accepted social behaviours and the predictability of the actions of

individuals v¡lthin a given society. How does enculturation tie into occupational

segregation? The process of enculturation and the lack of dramatic chenge over a

short period of time appears to be a basic çea6iþr¡ring factor to the maintenance

of segregation in the workplace. Accepted gender roles appear as a product of

enculturation, and constructs of gender are, in turn, a powerful force in creating

¿ad m¿iataining worþlacê organiz¿fioa.

Many female respondents characterued thei¡ war work as a t¡rpe of

adventure, they were more than willing to answer the call of patriotism, but \rere

also eager to leave the non-traditional worþlace to ¿rssume their place as women.

Jo Linscott remarked that the end of the war signalled the beginning of a normal

adult life for her (Linscott, Review, 16 May 1994). Evidence provided by the

respondents suggests that many of them did not question the ideological status

quo because for them, normality had been intemrpted by the war. when

hostilities ceased, matry female respondents assumed roles that they had

understood would be theirs, wifehood and motherhood. A number of the \yomen
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were in thet early thirties before they began thei¡ families. From them one gets

a sense that the war had put their womanhood on hold and they welcomed the

reality of returning to a "normal" post-war life.

A fundemental feature of post-war life as they saw it was the acceptrnçs

and expectation that they would fulfil ideological prescriptions of womanhood.

For them there appeared no contradiction, for while several commented upon

their personal maturity and confidence gained during the war, they reported that

this made them better adults to ¿rssume traditional post-war roles. As a group

their testimony indicates they did not view the war as a catalpt to s 'mulate a

change in a social ideology that defined the society in which they lived and which

they accepted.

All of the respondents exhibited a great deal of pride over their work at

MacDonald Aircraft. Many have kept old photographs, in-plant magazines and

other war mementos as a kind of personal treasure now for fifty years. Annette

Pelland had kept her Shop Rules handbook and Jo Linscott even had samples of

the kind of fabric used on the Anson. As a group, they were proud of their

achievements and their ability to do their patriotic part for the war effort. The

respondents voiced their opinions as to thei¡ ability to do a good job and to be at

least as productive as the men with whom they worked. Female respondents

commented that were eager to do something as their part of the wa¡ effort. For

matry of the respondents, their war work provided them the opportunity to lea¡n

about themselves. Several female respondents commsated that their war work
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made them more mature and capable of handling different situations. Io Linscott

claimed that she \ras a real handlmaû" by the end of the war (Linscott, Review,

16 May 1994). As a final comment Paul Latocki stated,

I knew the men and women [intenriewed] very well as they were all under
my supervision. They were a very conscientious group, willing to learn,
listened to instructions and criticism perteining to their respective duties,
never complained, never beat the clock and were very apologetic if they
were late. They were all there to help the war effort. It was a sad day to
see these conscientious war workers - men and women - clocking out for
the last .ìm€.

I am very proud of having worked with all these rrilomen.
(Latocki, Review,28 February lg94)

Whatever thei¡ achievements, Vday signalled the end of MacDonald

Aircraft's need for the female respondents to be emptoyed in the aircraft industry.

And while some have argued it also sþalled the return to the pre-war status quo,

the evidence suggests that the status quo had remained in force throughout the

war. The female respondents accepted their exit from MacDonald Aircraft, while

dseling with the reality that they needed work, at least until marriage. The

respondents did not view World War II as aû opportunity for change. The war

necessity merely made it imperative that women step forward to assume roles

previously filled by men, all the while understanding that they would relinquish

those roles and responsibilities once hostilities ceased. In the end, the need for

Rosie was a temporary disruption in the continuing business of being socially

defined men and women.
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þ¡¿mining occupational segregation at MacDonald Brothers Aircraft Ltd.

was difficult. No longer ds detailsd occupational descriptions exist. It is

questionable whether such specific information ever existed. There are no records

indicating the sex composition of the numbers of workers in specific occupations.

This made ¿ dsteilsd examination of the level and extent of occupational

segregation problematic.

consequently, this study relied heavily upon the memories of former

MacDonald Aircraft workers. After sxamining personnel records that survived

from the post-war sale of the company,I located Paul Latocki, an individual who

had worked for both MacDonald Aircraft, and Bristol Aerospace who purchased

the aircraft plant in the 1950s. Paul Latocki provided me with several names of

womeû who had worked at the plant during world War rI. From this small group

of individuals, I located more women aircraft workers. Of these individuals, ten

respondents provided initial biographical and work information by written

questionnaire. Eight respondents agreed to be interviewed and our discussions

were tape recorded and transcribed. Information gathered from the interviews

was used to write a fi¡st draft of the paper. At the same 'ims, further questions

were asked of the respondents and responses incorporated into the draft. The
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draft was sent to respondents for comments and verification. rn some instarcêsr

additional information was also requested. Jo Linscott, Grace Fogg, A¡¡ene

Pelland, Kay Powelko and Paul Latocki reviewed the paper and provided valuahle

comments and criticisms. Irene McConnell, Doreen Whitehill and David

.Whitehill 
were unable to review the document.

Although focusing upon the exploration of the extent of occupational

segregation among women and men at MacDonald Aircraft, a much larger theme

wove its way through our discussions which could not be gleaned from archival

evidence. V/ithout speaking directly with the female respondents, the larger

context of the acceptance of traditional female roles by these respondents would

have remained invisible. This allowed me to gain a better understanding of who

these women are, and reminded me ime and again, that ultimately I was s¡iring

about real people, not just subjects in a study.

In the end, the perceptions the respondents held about thek work, their

society and themselves proved to be the most valuable information, providing me

with a window onto ideologies that i¡fluenced behaviour and choices, moving the

study beyond a linear exploration of occupational segregation in the workplace.
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